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Political Incentives for Regulatory Forbearance

by
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Laws on the books must be enforced to have an effect. This means that the

political actors charged with this enforcement must have the proper incentives to

do so. I assess the political incentives to enforce prudential statutes in the U.S.

banking sector. The system is two-tiered, with a common set of federal regulators

and 50 individual state regulators simultaneously enforcing the same set of statutes

on federally chartered banks and state-chartered banks, respectively. The stronger

a regulator’s political incentives to enforce said statutes, the less a bank’s “outside”

investors (creditors and minority shareholders) will fear expropriation at the hands

of its “insiders” (managers and major shareholders).

Part of a bank’s cost of capital, then, can be predicted by the incentives of its

xiii



regulators to properly monitor and enforce banks’ compliance with prudential and

disclosure requirements. A credible regulator can reduce the information

asymmetry, and its concomitant agency costs, between a bank’s insiders and

outsiders. Without a credible regulatory signal, outside investors aren’t able to

determine a bank’s risk ex ante, and will charge a higher price for their funds to

compensate for anticipated levels of undisclosed risk. I construct a series of

hierarchical models containing comprehensive bank-level balance-sheet controls and

which exploit the variation between the institutional structure of state regulatory

agencies. I then present strong evidence that state-chartered banks in states

wherein the bank supervisory agency is chaired by a political appointee pay a

premium, both for debt and equity financing, compared to federally chartered

banks in that same state and compared to state-chartered banks in states where

the bank supervisor enjoys independence from elected state officials. This

discrepancy in funding costs magnifies in the run-up to a gubernatorial election,

and state-chartered banks in states regulated by a political appointee are

disproportionately likely to fail just after an election, suggesting a “political business

cycle” effect. Not only this, but the size of the premium these state-chartered banks

pay interacts with many bank-level variables that have political implications, such

as the share of a bank’s assets comprising relationship-intensive loans to local

constituents and the size of its state and municipal bond holdings.

xiv



Part I

State Regulators as Inferior Public

Fiduciaries
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

The purpose of this dissertation is to explore instances of watershed reform in the

U.S. banking industry with an eye toward revealing some of the political dilemmas

which inhere in all federally structured systems. These reforms were initiated by

the federal government, but by dint of historical circumstance their implementation

and enforcement would require extensive delegation to state agencies. Whenever such

delegation occurs, it is crucially important to design the principal-agent relationships

which mediate it such that the subsidiary units are induced to cooperate.

The 1991 passage of the FDIC Improvement Act (FDICIA) presents a striking

example of a federal reform which is crippled by an incentive incompatibility be-

tween the central and subsidiary units. Written in response to the greatest wave of

bank failures since the Great Depression, FDICIA purported to overhaul the pru-
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dential requirements of commercial banks and to restructure the protocol of bank

supervisors so as to ensure banks’ strict statutory compliance. Yet federal legislators

were not designing these reforms out of wholecloth from within an institutional vac-

uum. Rather, they were forced to accept two structural fait accomplii which would

seriously impair the bill’s success.

First, the new prudential requirements introduced by FDICIA were designed

specifically to minimize taxpayer exposure to bank risk. Yet this exposure comes by

way of the federal deposit insurance program established in 1933 and administered

by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, backstopped by a line of credit from

the U.S. Treasury. It would be federal taxpayers on the hook if FDICIA were to

unsuccessfully prevent future fund insolvency.

Second, like all legislation, FDICIA requires executive implementation and en-

forcement. Yet unless Congress was ready to find the stomach to uproot the centuries-

old state charter system responsible for overseeing nearly 80% of the nation’s banks

(and then to quadruple the federal resources devoted to bank supervision), this im-

plementation and enforcement would demand extensive delegation to state agencies.

To this end, it would be essential that these state agencies’ incentives align with

those of their federal counterparts. But as we will see below, the very need for this

reform to supervisory protocol stems from the acute ex post incentives regulators

have to shirk this responsibility when events demand that they exercise it. While

federal supervisors were now held directly accountable by their mandate as public

fiduciaries of the federal insurance fund, state agencies would face no such new pres-

sure countervailing the local benefits to be gained in forbearing – not enforcing –

3



FDICIA protocol.

First, we will examine the event which was to be the catalyst for the FDICIA

reforms: the Savings and Loan (S&L) Crisis. This will introduce us to the problem

of regulatory forbearance. We will then be able to move on to the nature of the

FDICIA statute itself, to assess whether or not it offers a proper remedy to this

problem. I will make the case that while FDICIA restructures the incentives of federal

regulators so as to reduce bank risk-taking activity to socially optimal levels, it fails

to realign the incentives of state agencies to promptly recapitalize or to liquidate a

failing bank in their jurisdiction. The deposit fund’s federal character causes a fatal

disjunction between its federally appointed fiduciaries – who are properly incentivized

to vouchsafe it – and the state agencies, who remain incentivized to exploit it as a

common pool resource. State agencies will allow the banks in their jurisdiction to

"overgraze" by pursuing the privately optimal but socially suboptimal strategies of

"gambling for resurrection" and "looting" when their portfolios become distressed.1

While federal and state-chartered banks cohabitate the same de jure regulatory

regime, the different incentives of their respective regulators to actually enforce pru-

dential statutes amounts to the coexistence of two distinct de facto regimes. After

introducing the relevant actors: the regulators, their political principals, and the

stakeholders of the banks themselves, I will formally articulate a theory as to why

state supervisory agencies are less likely to enforce FDICIA and are instead more

likely to forbear. Then, I will empirically test several hypotheses predicting that a
1These terms refer to, respectively, the strategies of increasing the volatility of a distressed but

highly leveraged portfolio in the context of limited liability; investing in assets which confer personal
utility but do not add to the total franchise value of the firm.
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bank’s outside investors will consider the political incentives of a bank’s particular

regulator to enforce FDICIA. Consequently, state-chartered banks will pay higher

costs of capital than will federally chartered banks with otherwise isomorphic port-

folios.

1.2 Literature Review

The history of banking in the United States is as much a story of regulation as

of finance. The ephemeral era of “Free Banking” in the decades prior to the Civil

War requires the modifier “Free” for good reason - it stands in stark contrast to

the intense politicization of the industry which preceded and succeeded it. Yet this

interregnum, however brief, proves an important point. Banking is not essentially

political. It can, and has, existed in a regulatory environment which, while not quite

a vacuum, was conspicuously light. Why, then, has government intervention been

“business as usual” for virtually as long as banks have been in business?

The political science literature on bank regulation has focused extensively on

the incentives of elected officials to create and to maintain such regulation. It has

primarily been concerned with answering: “which interest groups gain under which

policies?” And, “under which conditions will elected officials be incentivized to fa-

vor one policy over another?” In order to accomplish this, political scientists have

adapted an analytical framework pioneered decades ago in economics, whose history

is worth briefly outlining.

Speaking in the broadest possible terms, economists have conceived of two rea-
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sons why elected officials would opt to regulate an industry. Two dominant schools

of thought have emerged reflecting, respectively, these reasons. The first came to

be known as the “Public Interest” paradigm, which reigned from the early days of

academic political economy until the mid-20th century. As the name would suggest,

regulation was conceived of as an instrument with which to maximize social wel-

fare. Market failure and natural monopolies, then, were its raison d’etre. Yet this

paradigm was increasingly indicted as an improper deductive leap from the normative

to the positive. Economists and political scientists began to note many industries

which possessed all the prerequisites for competition in principle but were highly

regulated in practice.

A new paradigm gradually supplanted the old one, better able to accommodate

these empirical inconsistencies. “Private Interest” explanations of regulation, most

prominently the “Public Choice” (Stigler 1971; Peltzman 1976) and “Economic The-

ory” (Buchanan & Tullock 1962) varieties, held as their cardinal assumption this

simple truth: political actors are as self-interested as market actors. The behavioral

implications of this assumption are far-reaching. The existence of regulation was no

longer accepted as prima facie evidence of a market failure or natural monopoly.

Rather, it came to be understood as the reification of a political bargain between the

industry’s stakeholders.

While this behavioral assumption represents major progress, the Private Interest

school nevertheless remained unsatisfactory. Policy conflicts rarely conform to the

Stiglerian archetype of a zero-sum tradeoff between a diffuse, homogeneous consumer

group and a concentrated, homogeneous producer group. The “producers” in a given

6



industry are often highly heterogeneous, with firms of different sizes and different

specialties holding mutually conflicting preferences. Many policy changes would not

only redistribute from consumers to producers, but also (and often primarily) be-

tween producers. Without explicitly modeling the relative efficiency and collective

action hurdles faced by each contending interest group within the context of dead-

weight costs, the particular bargain which emerges from the intra-industry frontier

of distributionally unequal policies remains indeterminate (Becker 1983).

Randall Kroszner and Philip Strahan incorporated these public choice insights

into their 1999 analysis of de-regulation in the U.S. commercial banking sector. For

each state-year, they calculate a latent probability of that state’s liberalizing its

branching laws, and find that the relative balance of power for that state’s coalitions

of competing stakeholders strongly influenced the outcome. The number of small

banks relative to large, branch-capable banks, the presence of insurance companies

who could compete to provide banking services, and the number of potential bank

customers all significantly increased the likelihood of a state’s repealing its restric-

tions on branching.

The application of a public choice analytical framework to the substantive issue of

bank regulation, as pursued by Kroszner, Strahan and others (see Pagano & Volpin

2001; Goodhart et al 2012; Barth et al 2013), has provided scholars with valuable

insight as to the durability and distributive implications of existing policies. They

generate predictions as to the strength of the coalition of elected officials who are

incentivized to maintain or to create a set of policies. However, such studies remain

incomplete in at least one crucial respect: the incentives of the regulatory agents
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themselves are absent from the analysis.

Much of work which has been done on regulator incentives approaches the ques-

tion as one of competition over regulatory “marketshare”. Bank regulators, especially

when their operating budgets are derived from inspection fees, are faced with incen-

tives to lighten the regulatory load, thereby making their jurisdiction more attractive

relative to that of other states or to the federal regime. The relevant literature has

discovered some – albeit limited – evidence for this practice of “forum-shopping” or

“venue-shopping” by U.S. commercial banks. In some instances, it manifests in the

form of a de jure softening of formal prudential standards and loan requirements

(Kane 2000; Calomiris 2006; White 2011). In other instances, it takes the shape of

a less formal relaxation, by way of – for instance – more lenient merger approvals

(Rosen 2003, 2005; Rezende 2011).

Despite these additions to the literature, the picture nevertheless remains inade-

quate. While regulatory agencies may indeed face incentives to attract “customers”

by way of reducing the formal regulatory load, their proclivity to use selective for-

bearance as a strategy, and the ways in which the incentives of their elected principals

mediates this proclivity, has been totally neglected by the literature to-date. The

extant approaches take regulatory enforcement as given, and conceptualize a modi-

fication of the rules and policies themselves as the means by which to achieve a de

facto lessening of the regulatory burden. Here, I attempt to model the constellation

of political and economic pressures which would induce regulators to leave the rules

themselves unchanged, but which would dramatically affect their willingness to ac-

tually enforce said rules. Without incorporating the theoretical insights developed in

8



this dissertation, our perspective on the history and the future of commercial bank

regulatory policy will remain blinkered, perhaps fatally so.
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Chapter 2

Background and Theory

The foregoing theoretical framework is able to make some post-hoc sense of the

story of banking regulation in the United States as it unfolded over the course of

the 20th century. However, as we will see, it fails utterly to explain the regulatory

failures of the Savings and Loan Crisis, nor is it able to generate predictions about the

efficacy of the watershed 1991 reforms. This dissertation will integrate the incentives

regulators face to forebear in their enforcement of extant rules into this broader

framework in order to achieve a properly panoptic view of the political economy

of banking regulation in the United States. Let us briefly examine the history of

banking legislation in the U.S., noting the extent to which a Public Choice account

begins to fail in its predictive validity as we transition into the modern era.

10



2.1 The Glass-Steagall Reforms

The Depression-era banking legislation commonly known as Glass-Steagall would

shape the industry landscape for the next half-century. This New Deal watershed es-

tablished a regulatory equilibrium wherein small unit banks benefited at the expense

of larger, branch-capable banks. According to the precepts of the Public Choice

school, the maintenance of these policies would depend upon: 1.) The total size of

the rents they generated 2.) the portion of this total which could, in practice, be cap-

tured by a given constituency and 3.) the ability of this constituency to effectively

leverage this demand in the political arena. As it applies to the post-Depression

regulatory regime, this analytic framework tells the following story: until the 1970s,

small unit banks reaped large rents from the anti-competitive policies which were

locked into place by Glass-Steagall. Although the dominance of these unit banks

in Congress receded, the status quo bias of federal policy allowed them to exercise

negative agenda control. But beginning in the 1970s, secular trends in financial tech-

nology and innovation drastically reduced the size of the rents generated by these

policies. As the effective demand for such policies concomitantly dropped, the unit

banking coalition was unable to maintain negative agenda control.

The Glass-Steagall Act of 1933 represents the unlikely triumph of the unit bank-

ing coalition’s long-held policy agenda in the form of federal legislation. This sudden

coup did not come about by way of a temporary and mysterious suspension of the

logic of collective action. Rather, in a story reminiscent of the unit banking victories

in statehouses during the previous century, the institutional configuration of the U.S.

Congress at a given moment in time privileged this coalition with disproportionate

11



influence over the policy agenda. A Democratic representative from rural Alabama,

the eponymous Henry Steagall, chaired the House Committee on Banking and Cur-

rency during this legislative watershed. A longtime advocate of unit banking, he

was a preference outlier along this policy dimension even within his own Democratic

Party. Yet his chairmanship began in 1931, two full years before the “Banking Pan-

ics” of 1930 and 1931 devolved into the “Banking Crisis” of 1933, and banking reform

was thrust urgently onto the federal agenda. By dint of his position as a crucial

early stage veto-player, he was able to incorporate several key provisions into the

bill over the vigorous objections of his Democratic coauthor Senator Carter Glass,

Democratic Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau Jr., and even President Roosevelt

himself.

The first was the creation of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC).

Originally intended as a temporary, stop-gap measure to stabilize a banking sys-

tem in the midst of crisis, Representative Steagall’s bargaining position was suffi-

ciently strong to transform this institution into a permanent, federally administered,

mandatory, non-risk-adjusted deposit insurance scheme. Each of these institutional

features of the FDIC would be essential in creating intra-industry cross-subsidies

to unit banks. Being federal in scope, the FDIC’s solvency did not depend on the

business cycle of any given state. This lack of geographic diversification was the fatal

weakness of the eight state-run deposit insurance schemes experimented with prior

to the Depression. Moreover, the federal scope of the FDIC vitiated the need for

banks to develop regional branch networks so as to self-provision this diversification.

The compulsory nature of the FDIC was similarly essential to avoid an adverse
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selection problem, whereby only the most troubled banks subscribe and a “death

spiral” ensues. While many of the failed state-run programs of the antebellum

period attempted this same compulsory model, their risk-pools remained fatally

under-diversified due to their merely state-wide scope (Calomiris 1988). Moreover, a

tragedy of the commons emerged due to the non-risk-adjusted pricing of subscriber

fees. The decision to not scale FDIC insurance fees or required reserves on risk-

adjusted basis represents the most transparent cross-subsidy to small unit-banks.

These banks, operating with less capital and therefore more leverage, posed greater

risk to the fund in that they were more likely to suffer asset depreciation sufficient

to impose costs on it.

There have been only four examples of voluntary deposit insurance programs

in our nation’s history, and they were successful to boot. They were successful

precisely because they were of a fundamentally different character. These privately-

administered institutions vetted applicant members for creditworthiness, kept mem-

bership rolls small enough to make mutual, private risk-monitoring possible, and

expelled members which persistently breached prudential requirements (Calomiris &

Gorton 1991).

A deposit insurance scheme as redistributive as that envisioned by Glass-Steagall

required the coercion of the state. In this case, the winning coalition comprised

unit banks and the public (depositors) at the expense of large urban banks capable

of branching. But another feature of the FDIC shrunk the winner’s circle down to

just unit bankers, elbowing the public into the losing coalition with the big banks.

Section 11 of Glass-Steagall, also known as Regulation Q, prohibited the paying of
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interest on demand deposits, and instituted rigid nominal ceilings on the rates which

could be paid on savings and negotiable order of withdrawal (NOW) accounts.

Touted by the unit banking advocates as a means of preventing “ruinous compe-

tition” among banks, it amounted to a price-fixing scheme in all but name. Instead

of a free market for deposits whereby banks would be induced to bid up their offered

rates to within a competitive margin of their asset yields, each was constrained to

offer a single, monopsonist price. Collusion to set prices is among the oldest and most

notorious anti-consumer strategies in a producer group’s arsenal. But the dynamics

which make such a scheme sustainable can often prove elusive. Would-be price fixers

are often confronted with two major obstacles: non-contractibility and/or a large N

problem.

Collusion to set prices requires a mechanism to punish defection precisely because

successful collusion generates large potential prizes for a unilateral defector. The

classic defense against reneging in a market economy is a legal contract containing

pre-specified sanctions for breach of said contract. Yet price-fixing arrangements fall

into the “unenforceable” category of contracts alongside force and fraud in most legal

regimes, the post-Clayton Act United States being no exception. Non-contractibility

does not pose an insuperable barrier to price-fixing so long as the number of produc-

ers is small enough. In an oligopsonist setting, a variety of game theoretic models

demonstrate the viability of non-legal enforcement mechanisms to induce cooperation

over repeated rounds of play (Posner 1968; 2001). Not surprisingly, 14,000 producers

spread over 50 states rendered private enforcement solutions utterly unworkable. In

this situation, state coercion was the only means by which such a price-fixing scheme
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could be sustained.

And yet, as we will see, this arrangement could not withstand changes in the

macroeconomic environment. Banks innovated to circumvent the uncompetitive in-

terest rate ceiling once the reward for doing so became substantial enough. Most

importantly, however, was a flaw left unaddressed in the original legislation itself.

The mechanism whereby insurance-fund “overgrazing” was to be combated – state-

enforced prudential requirements – was not structured in such a way as to properly

incentivize said regulators to properly conduct this role. Without skin in the game,

federal and state regulators were content to allow banks in their jurisdiction to impose

risks on the fund in pursuit of privately captured gains.

It is at this point, moreover, where a mere examination of statutory develop-

ments becomes deceptive. While the 1991 FDIC Improvement Act would nominally

“resolve” the regulatory defects exposed by the S&L Crisis, the actual behavior of

regulators in the post-FDICIA regime has proven more static than the shifting reg-

ulatory landscape would suggest.

2.2 The Savings & Loan Crisis

Charles Keating had a problem. By 1986, this anti-pornography-activist-cum-

real-estate magnate had built his American Continental Corporation, a Savings &

Loan in Arizona, into an empire with over $5 billion in assets. For the past decade,

mortgage lending had been the most lucrative gig in town. Total outstanding mort-

gage debt in the United States exploded from $700 billion in 1976 to over $1.2 trillion
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by 1981, and was climbing to $2 trillion when Charlie got a knock on the door from

the San Francisco office of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. This was the agency

with jurisdiction over Lincoln Savings & Loan Association, a hitherto sleepy little

thrift in Irvine, CA which Keating had acquired two years earlier for $51 million. It

was now on its way to holding $2.5 billion in assets, and the regulators had some

questions.

The nationwide real-estate bonanza had begun over a decade earlier, and Savings

& Loans had been given a regulatory carve-out from the onerous mortgage lending

restrictions imposed on commercial banks, positioning them as uniquely able to ser-

vice Americans’ increasing demand for housing. In an era of expansionary monetary

policy, mortgages were loaned out at low real interest rates. This didn’t pose a prob-

lem for the S&Ls, since their primary competition for depositors – the commercial

banks – were prohibited from paying any interest on short-term deposits. It didn’t

take much to bid their depositors away, as commercial bank customers became in-

creasingly aware of the opportunity cost they sustained by keeping their money in

a non-yielding asset, as Figure 2.1 clearly shows. S&L deposits were every bit as

liquid, and were federally insured just like bank deposits. Indeed, this period saw

massive disintermediation from commercial banks to thrifts and to money market

mutual funds:1

1Source: BNP Paribas 2016: "Sources and Major Causes of U.S. Banking Disintermediation"
Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED)
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(a) Regulation Q (b) Disintermediation

Figure 2.1: The evolving money-market landscape

By the late 1970s, this was all beginning to change. Inflation had grown from a

niggling 5.5% in 1970 to an economy-deranging 13.3% by 1979. In response, outgoing

president Jimmy Carter appointed the arch inflation hawk Paul Volcker as chairman

of the Federal Reserve, who then proceeded to immediately slam the brakes on mon-

etary growth and throw the transmission into reverse. A contractionary monetary

policy meant high real interest rates, and those sure-bet mortgages lent out during

the early-to-mid 70s at low fixed rates were all suddenly underwater. While higher

interest rates prompted an ever bigger exodus of depositors away from commercial

banks and into the arms of the S&Ls, the thrifts now faced acute pressure to com-

pete amongst themselves for these cash-flush refugees, desperate as they now were

for liquidity to shore up their own souring portfolios. The market price for deposits

now far exceeded the average rate of interest on their outstanding loans, and this

asset-liability mismatch presented the industry with a choice: go big, or go home.

Charles Keating went big. His portfolio was every bit as vulnerable to the same

interest-rate dynamics that plagued the mere mortals across the rest of the industry,
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yet while hundreds of thrifts had begun to go belly-up by the mid-1980s, American

Continental Corporation was making record profits.

At least on paper. Keating, along with many other S&L managers across the

country, responded to rising liability costs by hunting for investments that offered

even higher returns. This, of necessity, involved taking on additional risk. By the

time he was face-to-face with California’s thrift supervisors, Keating had transformed

Lincoln’s conservative portfolio of single-family mortgages into a roulette wheel of

equity positions in speculative commercial real-estate ventures and high-yield "junk"

bonds. It would later be reported by the New York Times that already, by early

1986, regulators were aware that Lincoln was potentially insolvent. The FHLBB,

after auditing Keating’s books, discovered that he had failed to disclose $135 million

in losses and was in flagrant non-compliance with many of California’s portfolio

allocation laws.2

What happens next sets the stage for our larger political story going forward.

What should have happened next was an immediate earnings report correction is-

sued to investors followed by a mandatory recapitalization procedure. If Keating

were unable to attract enough private capital to restore his institution to solvency,

the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) would come in, close

his doors, sell off his assets, and use the proceeds to make his depositors whole.

Whatever residual remained would be drawn from the FSLIC insurance fund. Had

this occurred, promptly, in 1986, the fund would have had monies sufficient to absorb

the few hundred million in losses.
2"The Lincoln Savings and Loan Investigation: Who Is Involved"- The New York Times.
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American Continental Corporation’s doors would indeed close, but not until 1989.

Total losses would exceed $4 billion, of which $3.4 billion was borne directly by federal

taxpayers, with private bondholders being wiped out to the tune of $288 million.

Mr. Keating’s story is but one spectacular example of a more general pathology

which plagued the Savings and Loan industry in the 1980s and early 1990s. When

all was said and done, regulators had been forced to close over 1,000 thrifts by

1989, with estimated losses topping $400 billion.3 This dwarfed the holdings of

the FSLIC insurance fund, and its bankruptcy presented a final price-tag of $132.2

billion to federal taxpayers. The symptoms of systemic fragility had been recognized

by regulators over a decade earlier, when interest rates began to rise and portfolios

started becoming drastically mismatched. Yet instead of amputating the gangrenous

limb right then and there, regulators allowed the infection to fester and to spread.

When the auditors at the FHLBB discovered in 1986 that American Continen-

tal was teetering on insolvency, they had two options: either force Mr. Keating to

go through a recapitalization procedure which would have penalized him and other

equity holders but which would minimize the risk of further balance sheet deteri-

oration, or, forbear in the application of prudential guidelines, and allow Keating

to chart his own path back to solvency. For Keating, there was no comparing the

attractiveness of these two alternatives. Instead of subjecting himself to a punitive

round of fundraising, during which outside investors would be able to see quite clearly

that the emperor had no clothes, he could instead reallocate his portfolio towards

investments with a high risk-return profile. Remember those junk bonds? Their eye-
3"Financial Audit: Resolution Trust Corporation’s 1995 and 1994 Financial Statements"- U.S.

General Accounting Office
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popping yields entail extreme degrees of cash-flow volatility: they were just as likely

to triple in value as they were to become worthless. Should the former obtain, Mr.

Keating, as the residual claimant to his firm’s cash flows net of liabilities, gets to keep

his job. If, instead, the bonds live up to their name, it’s the FSLIC (and, ultimately,

federal taxpayers) which would indemnify depositors for the difference between the

recovery value of bank’s portfolio and the nominal value of their deposits. Keating’s

equity position was one of limited -liability, meaning that he was only responsible for

the value of his ownership stake and not a penny more. American Continental, along

with so many other S&Ls in this period, were presented with a free lunch. They were

allowed to “gamble” in this way for the resurrection of their underwater portfolios,

with taxpayers bearing the costs of the additional risks that this strategy entails.

Keating’s incentives, as the owner of the distressed firm, were clear. But why

would regulators oblige him as he made bets with house money? First, they lacked

a clear and explicit statutory mandate to minimize taxpayer exposure to such risks.

In fact, Congress had passed the Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary

Control Act in 1980, liberalizing the restrictions on the types of risky real estate

ventures which thrifts could pursue, allowing them to buoy themselves against rising

costs of capital. Moreover, while basic prudential requirements did exist, there were

serious ambiguities as to the appropriate method of asset valuation as well as to the

timing, manner and severity of corrective action protocol. Regulators, then, retained

a large sphere of discretion within which to operate. Crucially, the FHLBB would

require the extensive cooperation of its state counterpart in Sacramento to enforce a

corrective action on Lincoln Savings and Loan Association. From the state thrift su-
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pervisor’s perspective, the advantages of forbearing – and hoping Keating’s big bets

paid off – were both local and immediate, while the costs were uncertain, several

years into the future, and – perhaps most importantly – on the federal government’s

tab. While Lincoln’s portfolio was now indeed swollen with imprudent loans, the

lion’s share was still invested in conventional, single-family mortgages to California

residents. These loans required servicing, a knowledge of and ongoing relationship

with the counterparties, the local economy, state laws, etc. For better or for worse,

Keating and his management team possessed a form of human capital, idiosyncratic

to the California real-estate market, without which many of the loans in Lincoln’s

portfolio would become far less valuable. Closing Lincoln’s doors would mean thou-

sands of local mortgages would be dumped into FSLIC’s hands to be auctioned off

into an already flagging market, further driving down local home prices.

How would all of this look in the papers? The optics here would be a nightmare,

especially if the bosses up the totem pole would be facing reelection soon. If this

constituted a safe and responsible wind-down of his firm, why not let him spin the

roulette wheel, and maybe avoid such a scenario altogether? If the bets don’t pay

off, it’s the Feds who get stuck with the check. Besides, by the time the fire becomes

a conflagration, who knows how much the next election will have reshuffled the staff

directory at the state capitol anyway? Is it worth the certain and immediate pain

of closing a massive lending institution so that someone else down the road can reap

the reputational capital of being at the helm of a “tough” agency?

All of these considerations, unmoored from a binding legislative mandate and

made all the more persuasive by $1.3 million in campaign contributions to local
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politicians direct from Keating’s pockets, culminated in a 1988 "memorandum of

understanding" by the FHLBB officially ending the investigation into Lincoln Savings

and Loan Association and its parent company, American Continental Corporation.

One year later, Keating filed for Chapter 11. He had bet on black but landed on red.

And it was American taxpayers, not American Continental, who were on the hook

for $3.4 billion in losses.4

2.2.1 The FDIC Improvement Act

FDICIA: Objectives

The S&L crisis more or less marked the end of thrifts as a significant portion of

the nation’s mortgage market. Their share of single-family mortgages would contract

to 30% by 1990, down from a peak of 54% in 1975. Commercial banking would

continue to be the dominant lending industry in the economy, and remains so to this

day. Yet many of the foregoing pathologies similarly manifested among commercial

banks at this time. Though not directly involved in the speculative real estate frenzy,

more than 1,600 FDIC-insured commercial banks failed or received FDIC assistance

between 1980 and 1994, the biggest wave of commercial break failures since the Great

Depression and until the Great Recession.

While FDIC reserves were sufficient to absorb the resulting losses, the fund nev-

ertheless came uncomfortably close to insolvency. This near miss, coupled with the

disastrous actuarial collapse of the FSLIC, prompted Congress to apply the lessons
4"Housing Finance in Developed Countries An International Comparison of Efficiency, United

States" - Fannie Mae, 1997
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of the S&L meltdown in overhauling regulatory supervision in the commercial bank-

ing industry. These reforms, embodied in the FDIC Improvement Act (FDICIA),

were aimed directly at the perverse regulatory incentives which had allowed thrifts

to stiff taxpayers over $132 billion. It was Congress, after all, which would be blamed

for such systemic, nationwide crises. Individual regulators were willing to abide the

buildup of system-wide risk if it meant shoring up their own backyard. Congress,

meanwhile, atop its federal perch, was sensitive to the system-wide totality of these

losses. It needed to restructure regulator incentives and impose its own aggregate

loss function on its regulatory agents.

FDICIA duly made protecting the federal insurance fund’s solvency the explicit,

and in fact singular, mandate of all commercial bank supervisors. Pursuant to this

overriding objective, FDICIA first establishes a clear and binding set of prudential

requirements, mandating that banks retain a certain degree of equity and liquidity

calibrated to the volatility of their assets. To ensure compliance with these require-

ments, FDICIA next outlines highly specific protocols for supervisors when dealing

with a distressed bank. Banking authorities were to immediately take pre-specified

“prompt corrective action” (PCA) upon discovering a bank to be undercapitalized,

and to impose a “least-cost-resolution” procedure on insolvent banks. Forbearing,

and allowing a bank to gamble for resurrection (increase risk to maximize equity

value at the expense of depositors), were unambiguously proscribed.
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FDICIA: Delegation

Congress, as principal, designed FDICIA with as much ex ante specificity as

possible, in order to minimize the discretion of the executive agents to which imple-

mentation must be delegated. An appropriate PCA was outlined for each prospective

tranche of undercapitalization. Asset valuation guidelines were updated in exquisite

(excruciating?) detail. The FDIC’s Risk Management Manual of Examination Poli-

cies, but one piece of regulatory rulemaking derived from FDICIA, clocks in at over

2,000 pages.

Yet, no legislation can specify all possible future contingencies. Some amount

of executive discretion must necessarily inhere in all such inter-branch principal-

agent relationships. The principal is unable to respond to any given event with the

same degree of alacrity and idiosyncratic knowledge which the agent is capable of

bringing to bear on the situation. Given this ineradicable information disadvantage,

a principal is wise to structure the agent’s utility function so as to mirror her own. In

this way, excessive costs need not be incurred in monitoring the agent’s faithfulness,

as the agent can be trusted to act upon their shared preference ranking of its own

accord.

The centuries old dual-chartering system, coupled with the 60 year-old federal de-

posit insurance scheme, presented Congress with two structural fait accomplii which

would prove fatal to its ability to properly design FDICIA’s principal-agent incen-

tives. Federal supervisors’ utility functions map directly onto their role as public

fiduciaries of the federal insurance fund. Moreover, they are directly accountable

to federal elected officials, which share Congress’s sensitivity to aggregate, system-
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wide losses. Yet because of the dual-chartering system, over 80% of commercial

banks would retain their home state’s agency as their primary regulator, entrusted

to vouchsafe federal monies but answerable to state politicians.

2.3 The Actors: Regulators, Politicians, and Banks

2.3.1 Federal vs. State Agencies

I intend to make the case that state banking regulators lack the same incentives

as their federal counterparts to be proper public fiduciaries. This is because FDICIA

failed to fundamentally realign the principal-agent relationship within which they

operate. While supervisory authorities now had a clearer statutory mandate to

promptly intercede on the public’s behalf and close a failing bank, state agencies had

neither the incentive to conform with this mandate, nor feared a mechanism by which

federal actors could punish them for failing to do so. Such attributes a faithful agent

do not make. Let’s examine the principal-agent relationships of the four supervisory

agencies in turn (over-viewed in Table 2.1), all of which are bound by the same

statute but one of which, we shall see, has a very different set of incentives to enforce

them.
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Table 2.1: Primary/Secondary Regulator Taxonomy

Charter Type
Federal State

Holding Yes Federal Reserve State Agency/Federal Reserve
Company? No OCC State Agency/FDIC or Fed

Federal Agencies

For each of the three federal principal-agent relationship, there is a high degree

of incentive compatibility between principal and agent. The political principals in

the executive branch are accountable to the national electorate, who will punish

them for systemic crises which affect the nation as a whole. And it is precisely

during systemic crises that the federal insurance fund – from which federal regulatory

agencies either draw their budgets directly (FDIC) or else are the ultimate insurers

of its solvency (OCC) – is most jeopardized. Federal regulators, then, have a direct

financial incentive to curtail excessive aggregate bank risk-taking, toward which the

failure of a bank in any given state will contribute. This pecuniary loss function

dovetails with the political loss function of their principals. These elected officials

internalize the marginal increase to the likelihood of systemic crisis contributed by

any given bank’s failure as a corresponding decrease in their reelection prospects.

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC): The FDIC is the sec-

ondary supervisor for all state-chartered non-Federal Reserve member banks. A

majority of its board of directors are appointed by the President and serve fixed

terms. Its operating budget is drawn directly from the insurance fund it adminis-

ters, to which all commercial banks in the U.S. contribute. Its managers, therefore,
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are the residual claimants on the fund, and have a direct incentive to bring bank

risk-taking to socially optimal levels, whereby banks are permitted to take risks suf-

ficient to sustain a healthy and profitable financial sector, but are prohibited from

taking risks which amount to a negative-sum wealth transfer from bondholders and

depositors to shareholders and management.

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC): The OCC is the primary

supervisor for federally-chartered banks. It is an independent bureau within the U.S.

Treasury Department, headed by a Comptroller who is appointed by the President.

FDICIA, in the wake of the FSLIC’s bankruptcy, created a $100 billion guaranteed

line of credit from the U.S. Treasury upon which the FDIC is permitted to draw.

The OCC, then, is the residual risk claimaint on the FDIC fund, and is therefore

similarly incentivized, alongside the FDIC, to minimize its risk of insolvency.

Federal Reserve (Fed): The Fed is the primary supervisor for federally-chartered

bank-holding-companies (BHCs) and the secondary supervisor for state-chartered

BHCs. Its chairman is appointed by the President for a long fixed-term. In the

event of a systemic crisis, it is responsible for excessive financial sector risk both as

the credit-lender and asset-dealer of last resort.

State Agencies

While there are many permutations of state agency structure (the implications of

which will be explored below), they share in common both the lack of direct exposure

to federal insurance fund losses and accountability to the nation’s voters as a whole.

Their budgets are either apportioned from the state treasury, or are derived from
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assessment fees levied on banks in their jurisdiction.

Their budgets are not affected by the FDIC’s solvency. Moreover, when they

are politically accountable, it is ultimately only to voters in their state. Voters do

not suffer from local bank failures qua depositors, since they are federally insured.

Rather, they pay qua federal taxpayers, but only if a systemic crisis pushes the

FDIC into insolvency. Yet, in the event of such a systemic crisis, voters will correctly

lay the blame at the feet of federal politicians, who are the ones entrusted with

preventing nationwide meltdowns. State supervisors, then, do not internalize their

own marginal contributions to systemic fragility when they shirk their supervisory

duties and allow banks in their jurisdiction to take on globally suboptimal – but

locally optimal – degrees of risk. State politicians are not penalized for nationwide

crises, but rather for local economic conditions.

Despite these fundamental incentive distinctions which differentiate them from

their federal counterparts, state regulatory agencies nonetheless vary in the extent

to which they are accountable to state politicians. Broadly, they may be either

Independent or Political.

Independent Agencies: For the purposes of this study, Independent regulators

are those who are not appointed by elected state officials, such as the governor

or the lower house of the state legislature, but rather by a specially designated

state banking board or commission.5 They are typically career bureaucrats who

do not turnover after each election. If they are insulated from political pressure

and the vicissitudes of electoral fortune, their time horizons will be sufficient to
5Source: The Book of the States, archives from 1992-2015. Section: Executive Branch Officials,

method of selection, "Banking".
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internalize the costs of developing a “weak” reputation. After enough rounds of

repeat play, banks in a jurisdiction will observe a regulator’s susceptibility to time-

inconsistency incentives to forbear ex post in the application of its ex ante FDICIA

mandate. Looking down the game tree, state-chartered banks in a state with a

reputedly soft regulator will be inclined toward investments with a greater risk-return

profile than they would otherwise, knowing that the regulator’s proclivity to forbear

transforms their equity stake in the bank into a relatively attractive call option (see

Section 3 of this chapter). Thus, in the long-term, forbearance entails an equilibrium

characterized by excessively costly bank failures and higher costs of capital.

Political Agencies: And yet, the short-term temptations to forbear can be nigh

irresistible. When a regulator’s time horizons are shortened by an upcoming election,

maintaining the appearance of placidity in the state’s financial markets can be worth

the cost of allowing risk and systemic fragility to accumulate. For the purposes of

this study, Political regulators are those who are appointed by the governor, the state

legislature, or – in rare instances – are directly elected by the voters themselves.6

2.3.2 Bank Stakeholders

So far, we have dwelt extensively on the differing incentives of bank supervisors,

but now we must turn to the banks themselves. A bank, as a firm, is not a single

homogeneous entity but is rather a bundle of distinct claimants to the cash flows

generated by the firm’s assets. Each of these stakeholder’s claims to these cash-flows

is assigned a different legal priority during bankruptcy proceedings, introducing con-
6ibid
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flicting appetites for risk between these claimants, and thus necessitating an internal

corporate governance structure.

Owner-Manager

Let’s consider the interests of the stakeholders in turn. In the period 1992-2015,

there were 884,142 bank-quarter observations in the U.S., roughly 10% of which

are publicly traded. Publicly held banks differ in degree – not in kind – as to the

incentives of their management team. The following, necessarily stylized, governance

structure will serve as the orienting model going forward.

For privately-held banks, we have an owner-manager, who is the largest single

shareholder but who owns some amount less than 100% of the bank’s equity. He

maintains both residual cash flow rights in proportion to the size of his equity posi-

tion, as well as decision-making authority over all aspects of the bank’s balance sheet.

His utility is a function of both the returns to his equity claim as well as his salary and

managerial perquisites, a portion of which he privately consumes but which detract

from the equity value of the bank (e.g. the total of monetary and fringe compensa-

tion which exceed his marginal contribution to the net franchise value of the bank,

aka “rents”; lending activity directed toward friends which incurs the opportunity

cost of a more profitable loan; etc.) He will manage the bank’s balance sheet so as

to maximize his total utility, thereby achieving a mix of equity-enhancing decisions

and equity-destroying decisions such that he reaches an indifference point between

a marginal unit of personal perquisite consumption a marginal increase in the value

of his equity stake. Importantly, because his equity stake is less than 100%, this
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indifference point will always include a positive amount of value-destroying personal

consumption.

This role is also consistent with a professional manager of a publicly traded bank,

who is not the largest equity holder but who is delegated decision-making authority

and whose compensation is in some measure linked to share performance (e.g. options

which vest either immediately or within some specific timeframe). This model of

compensation is virtually ubiquitous among publicly-held banks. The professional

manager’s indifference point will reflect a greater affinity for perquisite consumption

and bank continuity, but nonetheless exists along the same Pareto frontier as the

owner-manager’s.

Minority Shareholders

Next consider minority, or “outside” shareholders. Their singular concern is the

present-discounted-value of future dividends (market capitalization). While they

maintain these residual cash flow rights in proportion to the size of their equity

stake, they are unable to directly observe the net effect of a given managerial de-

cision on the firm’s equity value. In publicly held banks, they are represented by

a board of directors, which is deputized to monitor the management team (albeit

imperfectly). In anticipation of some degree of expropriation via management’s con-

sumption of value-destroying perquisites, the price per share lowers so as to account

for such consumption and any monitoring costs incurred in mitigating (though not

eliminating) it.
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Bondholders

While inside and outside equity holders are divided in the degree to which they

prioritize equity value, it nonetheless constitutes a broadly shared goal. This can-

not be said of the relationship between shareholders and bondholders. Uninsured

(wholesale) creditors receive a fixed claim on the assets of the bank. So long as the

market capitalization of the firm is exactly zero or positive at the time of the bond’s

maturation, they receive full repayment. They charge a risk-premium in proportion

to the likelihood that the bank’s assets sufficiently depreciate in value such that this

does not obtain.

2.3.3 How Deposit Insurance Exacerbates Intra-Firm Con-

flicts

Insured (retail) depositors at a commercial bank constitute our fourth stake-

holder. They prioritize the liquidity and safety of their principal, and are willing

to sacrifice yield in order to obtain these attributes. Commercial banks are ideally

suited to satisfy these investment preferences. Bank deposits trade at par and are

redeemable on demand even in times of extreme financial stress, and are thus liquid

money-like claims. Crucially, the safe and liquid nature of a bank’s liabilities derives

not just from the bank’s comparative advantage in the management of asset risk

and diversification, but from federal deposit insurance on accounts beneath a certain

dollar threshold.

Deposit insurance drastically alters retail depositors’ motivation to monitor a
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bank’s assets and verify that their claims are indeed safe and money-like. Knowing

they will be made whole in the event of the bank’s failure, the optimal amount of

monitoring they are induced to provide is exactly zero. Despite its role in reducing

the amount of private monitoring the market will generate, there are strong efficiency

arguments in favor of deposit insurance. The classic articulation comes from Dia-

mond and Dybvig (1983), who show that deposit insurance uniquely allows for the

escape from an equilibrium wherein welfare-reducing bank runs occur into a Pareto-

superior one in which they are avoided. Preventing costly bank runs is only one

of many reasons deposit insurance is efficiency-maximizing. Making the reasonable

assumption that retail depositors are by and large financially unsophisticated, their

capacity to monitor their bank’s risk is constrained regardless of their motivation.

This motivation is itself unlikely to materialize given the overwhelming incentives

to free-ride on the monitoring of other depositors, and such efforts would be highly

redundant and thus inefficient even if the free-rider problem were solved.

Yet these considerable advantages must be weighed against a potential danger.

Namely, that deposit insurance eliminates private incentives to monitor a bank’s

solvency and thus decouples the risk-return profile of its assets from the interest paid

on its liabilities, offering it a free lunch to chase yield and assume socially harmful

degrees of risk which will ultimately be borne by taxpayers. Unless public sector

monitoring is substituted in the wake of depositors’ rational dereliction of this duty,

a serious moral hazard problem obtains. A government regulator is thus vested

with fiduciary responsibility as a “representative agent” of the bank’s depositors and

therefore of the insurance fund guaranteeing those deposits (Pagano and Volpin,
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2001).

2.4 Inter-Stakeholder Conflict: Whose Side do the

Regulators Take?

We have examined, in turn, the differing incentives of federal vs. state supervisory

agencies and those of the bank stakeholders who are under their watch. Now it’s

time to see why – when it counts – the incentives of state agencies align with bank

insiders, against outside suppliers of capital, whereas those of federal agencies remain

resolutely in sync with outsiders.

2.4.1 The Core Dilemma

There exist two indissoluble tensions amongst any firm’s stakeholders: that be-

tween equity-holders and debt-holders, and that between those vested with ownership

rights and those vested with control rights. Commercial banks, due to their illiquid

portfolios and high degrees of leverage, are particularly vexed by these two corporate

governance challenges.

Equity vs. Debt

Let’s begin with equity vs. debt. The limited liability nature of an equity-

holder’s claims on the firm, combined with her residual cash flow rights, introduce a

marked disjuncture between her own risk appetite and that of the bank’s creditors.

Adapting the logic from Jensen and Meckling’s seminal 1976 article, we can see
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how a commercial bank’s characteristics conspire to make shareholder expropriation

of creditors particularly appetizing. Suppose a bank’s owner-manager may choose

between two different investments which yield a random payoff Pj, T periods in the

future (j = 1, 2). Each has the same expected value E(P ) and covariance risk βj but

different variances σ2
1 < σ2

2.

These portfolios have an equivalent total mark-to-market value of V . The owner-

manager assigns equal value to each since to debt-finance the more variable portfolio

would require offering a higher interest rate to creditors so as to make them indifferent

between it and a risk-free investment of the same expected value. This is known as

the risk-premium. By construction, the debt security comprising this asset would

also have a lower price. Yet in this case it is the owners or the professional manager

– both of whom receive a substantial portion of their total compensation from their

equity claims – and not the creditors, who choose between these two alternative

investments. If the owner-manager is able to first issue debt and then select the

investment portfolio, they will no longer be indifferent between the two assets, but

will seek to expropriate their creditors via investing in the higher variance asset.

To see why, consider a bond representing a fixed claim on the bank’s assets of X∗,

representing a payoff to bondholders Rj(j = 1, 2) contingent on which portfolio the

owner-manager chooses:

Rj = X∗, if Pj ≥ X∗

= Xj if Pj ≤ X∗
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Because the bank is operating with leverage, its equity shares amount to an

implicit call option, the value of which increases as the variance in the return to its

assets increases. Not only this, but the marginal value of this volatility is itself convex

to the leverage ratio. Importantly, this may even entail a negative-sum redistribution

of profits from debtholders to shareholders if investments with a negative expected

value but high variance are taken on (such decisions don’t merely reshuffle claims to

the franchise value (V ) of the bank, they actually shrink the franchise value itself).

To see this, let B1 and S1 represent the net present value of the bond and of equity,

respectively, if portfolio 1 is selected, and B2 and S2 for the second. Following

Merton’s (1973, 1974) application of the Black-Scholes option pricing model, we

see that S1 < S2, implying B2 > B1 given that B1 = V − S1 and B2 = V − S2.

Accordingly, as per Jensen and Meckling, “If the bondholders...perceive that the

manager has the opportunity to take distribution 2 they will pay the manager only

B2 for the claim X∗, realizing that his maximizing behavior will lead him to choose

distribution 2”. While this is conceptualized in terms of face values, the reciprocal

implication is that bondholders must charge a higher interest rate commensurate

with the payoff variance of distribution 2, otherwise they are undercharging for their

claim on V .

In standard corporate governance theory, firms credibly commit to not expro-

priate their bondholders by attaching covenants to their bond issues. Such devices

circumscribe, inter alia, the risk-return profile of the investments the bond is used

to finance. Bondholders will then incorporate the anticipated costs of monitoring

the firm’s abidance with the covenant atop the risk-premium reflecting the covenant-
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compliant assets’ payoff distribution.

Yet because of the opacity of a commercial bank’s loan portfolio (discussed below),

the monitoring costs associated with such a covenant would be prohibitively high.

Moreover, pursuant to the 1993 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act – passed directly

on the heels of FDICIA – insured depositors, who comprise a majority of a commercial

bank’s debt and who, due to their insured status, contribute no monitoring of their

own, are assigned highest seniority in resolution proceedings. Bondholders, then,

are the first to bear losses after shareholders, but rely crucially on the self-reported

risk information contained in a bank’s Call Reports to accurately price their debt.

Unless the bank’s supervisor has the proper incentives to audit these reports, making

sure that these hard-to-price assets are valued honestly, bondholders will be in a

bind. Unable to avail themselves of traditional market safeguards, such creditors

must simply anticipate a bank’s choosing the riskiest available portfolio and charge

a commensurately high interest rate.

Ownership vs. Control

Second, there exists a preference incompatibility between the owners of a firm’s

assets (equity-holders) who retain the residual rights to the cash flows generated

from those assets, and their agent(s), who are typically professional managers with

investment expertise and who are delegated the right to determine the allocation of

the firm’s liabilities into assets. As mentioned in the previous chapter, controllers

are able to expropriate owners to the extent that these allocation decisions maximize

their personal consumption at the expense of the net franchise value of the bank.
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One way in which this is commonly accomplished is by pursuing a complex invest-

ment structure above and beyond the degree of asset diversification which prudence

would demand. This is generally referred to as “empire building” in the corporate

governance literature. To the extent that a manager is valuable qua agent of the

stockholders, it is because he possesses a degree of human capital which is firm-

specific. His idiosyncratic knowledge of that particular bank’s portfolio means that

the bank is worth less in the hands of anyone else. Managers, therefore, have an

incentive to increase the degree of information asymmetry between themselves and

their shareholder principals, thereby increasing their replacement cost.

While empire building pays off in the form of job security, asset controllers can

also expropriate owners by way of direct consumption of assets which generate op-

portunity costs to the firm in the form of foregone profit. These may range from

mundane perquisites to major investment decisions: overly generous per diems, hir-

ing an attractive but incompetent secretary, making loans to a golfing buddy instead

of an honest and enterprising stranger, etc. Whenever a controller makes an alloca-

tive decision – of whatever magnitude – which increases his personal consumption at

the expense of the firm’s net franchise value, he is engaged in “looting” (Akerlof and

Romer, 1994).

Broadly, then, the battle lines are drawn between a firm’s “insiders” and its “out-

siders”. Any stakeholder which is vested with control rights is an insider. It is also

the case that, even in publicly held banks, virtually all top-level controllers are also

part-owners. However, owners without control rights (minority shareholders) are out-

siders, as are the firm’s creditors. The upshot is this: greater degrees of information
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asymmetry will generate greater opportunities for insiders to expropriate outsiders,

either by taking on undisclosed risk or by looting. Outsiders, anticipating this, will

respond defensively by raising the cost of capital to such firms.

2.4.2 Information Asymmetry Prevents Traditional Market

Remedies

Information asymmetry poses a particularly acute problem for commercial banks

due to two unique structural features derived from their niche in the financial ecosys-

tem: high leverage and high loan illiquidity. The first concerns the liability side of

their balance sheet, the second concerns the asset side of their balance sheet. Both

of these basic structural features of commercial banks will manifest themselves in

the relationship between insiders and outsiders. Banks which are unable to resolve

this asymmetry will suffer higher costs of capital.

Let’s begin with the liability side of the balance sheet. Commercial banks operate

with very high degrees of leverage, maintaining an average industry-wide leverage

ratio of 17.3, as compared to a financial sector average of 12.47. Their role as "patient

fixed-income investors" (Hanson et al 2015) entails a relatively illiquid asset portfolio

financed by a large volume of insured deposits. However, this means that equity-

holders of commercial banks will find the call option implicit in their shares to be

especially attractive.

High degrees of leverage allow equity claimants to capture the upside of asset

volatility while remaining insulated from the downside. Even holding asset volatility
7Federal Reserve Flow of Funds, FY 2015
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constant, as a firm’s leverage ratio increases, so too does the value of this call op-

tion. The endogenous market response which emerges in most sectors is for a firm’s

creditors to charge an interest rate which prices-in these shareholder incentives. The

higher the leverage ratio, the more interest charged at every level of asset volatility,

thereby offsetting the gains to equity. But for commercial banks, deposit insurance

severs this homeostatic feedback loop by blunting depositors’ exposure to the risk

entailed by high degrees of leverage.

While a commercial bank’s liability structure distinguishes it both from non-

financial firms and other types of financial intermediaries in this way, the nature and

composition of its assets interacts with this defining feature to compound this agency

problem. Commercial banks engage disproportionately in relationship-based lend-

ing. This entails the utilization of non-transferable knowledge about the prospective

risk of any given loan. A competent diversification strategy would combine the many

idiosyncratic risks of these loans in such a way as to make them mutually offsetting.

However, outside investors in the bank, whether they are depositors, creditors, or

minority shareholders, are unable to monitor the extent to which a bank is accom-

plishing this task without utilizing that same “soft” data which was used to assess

the loan in the first place.

Insiders’ Credibility Problem

The insiders of a prudently managed commercial bank, then, become the vic-

tims of a lemons dynamic vis-a-vis outside suppliers of capital. Potential equity

investors, unable to determine ex ante the extent of managerial looting, will demand
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an inappropriately high return given an honest management team’s low level of rent

extraction. Potential creditors, unable to observe ex ante the variance of the asset

portfolio’s prospective cash flows, will charge a rate of interest incommensurate with

its actual payoff variance. For commercial banks, particularly high transaction costs

prevent prudent insiders from credibly communicating their “type” to suppliers of

capital.

2.4.3 Regulators, that’s your Cue

Because commercial banks operate with high degrees of leverage, equity-holders

face particularly strong incentives to expropriate debt-holders. Because commercial

banks invest in local, illiquid, and therefore hard-to-value assets, insiders are pre-

sented with particularly rich opportunities to expropriate outsiders. Left to their

own devices, commercial banks would be forced to operate with a socially subopti-

mal degree of wholesale debt, and a socially suboptimal amount of diffuse minority

shares.

Because commercial banking was politicized the moment the federal government

created mandatory deposit insurance – thereby removing a crucial source of risk-

monitoring from the industry – it would require further politicization, in the form

of government supervision, to reintroduce this monitoring. Moreover, in providing

reliable audits of a commercial bank’s illiquid assets, this politicization would be

necessary to bridge the information asymmetry between insiders and outsiders, which

would otherwise leave commercial banks (and therefore their customers: local families

in need of mortgage loans, small businesses in need of a credit line, etc.) severely
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undercapitalized.

We now see that, due to the very nature of its role within the larger financial

sector, the commercial banking industry is necessarily politicized. Regulatory super-

vision is crucial in providing creditors and minority shareholders with information

about a bank’s risk profile. If regulators’ incentives are aligned with these outsiders,

they will be able to successfully bridge this structural information asymmetry. If, on

the other hand, regulators’ incentives align with those of insiders, these pathologies

will be compounded. In the next chapter, I make the case that FDICIA properly

aligns the incentives of federal supervisory agencies with commercial bank outsiders,

while failing to address the core institutional disjuncture which causes state agencies

to align with insiders.

2.5 The Time-Inconsistency Problem Facing State

Regulators

Uninsured creditors are the first in line to begin taking losses once a bank becomes

insolvent, and so must stay vigilant as to the bank’s health. Minority shareholders

likewise must verify that the return they are receiving on their investment is both

commensurate with the risk their claim entails and sufficiently compensates them for

the degree of looting by insiders which they anticipate. Yet, because of the type of

loan activity commercial banks are engaged in, their portfolios are uniquely difficult

to value without direct, in situ monitoring. Regulators perform this crucial role.

Without them, the self-reported Call Reports issued by banks would be less credible.
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A lemons dynamic would drive prudent banks out of the capital market, whereby an

adverse selection problem would obtain.

However, it is precisely when a bank becomes distressed, and the value of its

assets have sunk, that state regulators’ incentives to properly play their supervisory

role departs from those of their federal counterparts. The latter, directly exposed to

the FDIC’s bottom line, are aligned with a bank’s outside investors in their desire

to promptly disclose when a bank becomes distressed and to take corrective action

– even if that means closing the bank. State regulators, on the other hand, have

incentives which approximate those of the bank’s insiders. Instead of promptly shut-

tering a failing bank, they would like to overgraze on the common-pool resource of

the federal insurance fund, allowing the bank to gamble for resurrection (and its

concomitant – looting) in the hopes of salvaging its balance sheet.

I offer three primary explanations for this incentive divergence, which will be

empirically tested in the next chapter.

2.5.1 Local Costs, Diffuse Benefits

One of the reasons state agencies are inclined to enable distressed banks to pur-

sue the socially perverse strategies outlined below (beyond the fact that they have

limited exposure to the pecuniary costs of these strategies) is that the bank’s insid-

ers possess a form of human capital specific not only to the firm but to that state’s

lending market. Recall that commercial banks in the U.S. play a predominant role

in relationship-based lending. They do not primarily participate in the global, liquid

and actively traded world of securitized asset markets, where the name of the game
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is constructing the best Value-at-Risk model. Rather, commercial banks cultivate a

comparative advantage in servicing customized, longer term lending relationships in

a repeat-play context (Berger et al 2005, Shleifer et al 2015). Small business loans,

particularly for newer firms, are very often of this nature. Such firms don’t possess

the requisite financial tangibles (income statements, itemized inventory) with which

to demonstrate their creditworthiness to an arms-length bond investor. Moreover,

many consumer loans and mortgages are of this variety. The nature of these lending

relationships entails a high degree of asset illiquidity, meaning that – unlike a secu-

ritized asset whose attributes can be plugged into a regression model – they would

lose a substantial portion of their value if they were sold off to a different lender, as

the relational capital embedded in that specific relationship would be lost.

Importantly, such face-to-face lending must be done on a local basis. These

counterparties, unable to package themselves into impersonal, securitizable bits of

financial data, will be under-served by national credit markets and are thus depen-

dent on local lending institutions (Berger et al 1999; Berger and Udell 2002; Hannan

2003). State politicians, then, recognize that local banks play an irreplaceable role

in funneling credit to their constituents. FDICIA protocol, when liquidating a bank,

forces the current management team out on their ears. While this may serve the

statute’s overall purpose as a disincentive to reckless behavior and excessive risk,

it similarly represents a loss of human capital with acutely local consequences. To

federal agencies, closing an insolvent local bank and fracturing these ongoing lending

relationships amounts to generic losses to the insurance fund as these assets are auc-

tioned off at a steep discount. Yet it remains in their interest to staunch the bleeding
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as soon as it is discovered, lest the fund sustain sustain further losses. But to state

agencies, the calculation looks quite different. The bank’s closure, and the loss of the

human capital embedded in the bank’s management means credit-constrained con-

stituents and depressed local asset prices as this supply-shock is absorbed. If such a

locally rooted bank becomes insolvent, its closure per se entails this outcome – what-

ever the magnitude of the depositor losses sustained. Once the bank is passed into

FDIC receivership, management loses its job and the bank’s assets will be auctioned

off in toto.

Remember, a state’s voters qua depositors are insured, and thus do not suffer

in proportion to the magnitude of a bank’s failure. However, multiple bank failures

popping up in the local news will call into question state politicians’ stewardship of

the economy. Because state agencies are sensitive to the binary outcome of failure vs.

survival, and not the continuous disutility function of total losses sustained to the

insurance fund, their incentives align with the bank’s insiders in taking on additional

risk in order to have a fighting chance at returning to profitability and staying in

business. They are willing to substitute fewer, more serious failures in place of more

frequent, less serious failures. While this contributes to system-wide buildup of bank

fragility, state politicians do not face electoral backlash from national banking crises

the way federal politicians do. Moreover, while state regulators and politicians would

prefer no local bank failures as their first-best alternative, given that a local bank has

been compromised, the asset-specificity of its portfolio is often sufficient to constitute

a time-inconsistency dilemma for the state regulator, causing it to trade the “always

enforce” strategy which it prefers ex ante for the “forbear” strategy which proves to
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be utility-maximizing ex post.

Political Time Horizons

States may be sufficiently small such that a single bank failure registers in its

voting public’s consciousness. But state residents qua national voters can hardly be

bothered to punish their representatives in Washington for bank failures in another

state, except when these failures rise to the level of a crisis. As such, federal politi-

cians do not face incentives to forestall an imminent, near-certain bank failure at the

price of increasing the likelihood of a crisis further down the road. Their agents, who

are appointed for long fixed terms and who are the residual claimants of the federal

insurance fund’s solvency, possess similar time-horizons.

Similarly, state agencies will shape the time-horizons of their chairmen according

to their independence and appointment structure. Many state agencies are chaired

by career bureaucrats serving on good behavior who are promoted internally or

are appointed by a board/commission which is distinct from the executive branch.

Although some revisionism has begun to gain traction, the balance of the literature

on central bank independence (from which I hope to draw an appropriate analogy)

nonetheless continues to suggest that such actors will presumably have both the

incentives and the wherewithal to resist the short-term payoffs to forbearance in order

to cultivate a reputation for toughness (Drazen 2000; Fernandez-Albertos 2015).

This relatively prospective orientation allows them to achieve a first-best equilibrium

wherein expropriative behavior by banks in their jurisdiction is minimized.

Conversely, supervisory agencies headed by an appointee of elected state officials
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(the governor, with minimal exceptions) cannot be presumed to have the same long-

term orientation. Governors face reelection and term limits, and a proper public

choice analysis of their incentives would predict that they will appoint banking com-

missioners who they can expect to be compliant. Moreover, while some states deviate

substantially from the archetype of the unitary executive, many governors have near

plenary powers of appointment and dismissal over subordinate officers. While gra-

dations in this element of executive power are certainly important, the data at hand

do not allow for this degree of granularity. I have categorized regulatory agency

chairmen as Independent or Political according to their method of appointment, not

to the conditionality of their tenure.

Reciprocity

There exists an extensive literature on the confluence of political and economic

conditions which are most conducive to regulatory capture. Certainly, the more

important local commercial banks are as a class of campaign contributors, the less

inclined a state regulator will be to throw the book at them when the going gets

rough. Local commercial banks are structurally better placed to exert pressure on

the state capitol than on the Hill (Madison, 1788). The collective action hurdle which

must be overcome to exert organized influence in Washington, and the vanishingly

little leverage that any individual bank not named J.P. Morgan Chase could wield

over federal regulators, mean that state capitols are relatively more susceptible to

capture. Moreover, sheer proximity may be expected to breed intimacy. This will be

particularly true for state agencies chaired by political appointees.
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The reciprocity need not be this explicit, however. State and local governments

routinely issue bonds to smooth fiscal volatility across business cycles and to finance

capital projects such as the construction of new schools and infrastructure. As of

2015, U.S. states had an average of $3,582 in state and municipal bonds outstand-

ing per capita.8 Importantly, commercial banks as a bloc are the second-largest

institutional investors in state and municipal bonds.

Imagine a state regulator inspecting a local bank in the midst of a business

cycle trough. Upon auditing the bank’s books, he finds that the bank is insolvent.

FDICIA protocol would mandate the bank’s prompt closure, and for its assets to

be auctioned off in toto. As we’ve discussed, the nature of these assets as they hit

the market in the form of a supply shock has acutely local consequences. If they

contain tens of millions of dollars worth of mortgages to state residents, this will

spike interest rates in the housing market. Similarly, if the bank has substantial

holdings in state and municipal debt, the market-clearing price of all such bonds will

downwardly adjust, resulting in concomitantly higher market-clearing interest rates.

In this way, FDICIA unintendedly exacerbates state fiscal cyclicality by creating

shocks to asset prices and interest rates precisely when the economy is distressed

and tax revenues are declining. From the state regulator’s perspective, it is better to

reduce the likelihood of the binary outcome (bank closure) at the price of increasing

the magnitude of that outcome should it nonetheless obtain. If the bank is able

to successfully gamble its way back to solvency, the state is no worse for wear. If,

however, its bets were to fail, the state pays the aforementioned cost entailed in the
8Encyclopedia of American Politics, "Outstanding State Debt"
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new equilibrium bond prices, with the additional costs of the gamble manifesting as

externalities borne by the federal insurance fund.

2.5.2 Information Asymmetry

Because commercial bank assets are disproportionately relationship-based, risk

evaluation must done by on-the-ground loan officers, who cannot rely on transferable,

hard data when making a judgment (Strahan and Weston 1998; Berger et al 2001;

Stein 2002). As a consequence, commercial banks whose portfolios are particularly

rooted in local lending relationships will be the most susceptible to an informational

asymmetry vis-a-vis their own outside suppliers of capital. If a trillion dollar money-

market-mutual-fund has 10% of its assets in sub-prime mortgage-backed-securities,

there is no way to camouflage the marked-to-market price movements of its portfolio

from investors when news of Bear Sterns’ bankruptcy breaks. Creditors can con-

stantly monitor the market and assign a commensurate risk premium to a portfolio

mostly containing liquid securities traded at high volumes in deep, active markets.

But how would a bank’s creditors know that the owner of the mom-and-pop hard-

ware store with a $5 million loan has developed severe arthritis and will have to

start closing on weekends? How would a bank’s minority shareholders know that the

owner was a longtime golfing buddy of the head of the bank’s loan department, and

that this $5 million represents an opportunity cost in the form of a more profitable

loan foregone?

Such valuations, requiring on-site relational knowledge, form the very core of the

intra-firm inter-stakeholder information asymmetry to which commercial banks are
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susceptible. Banking regulators must play the crucial role of auditing a bank’s Call

Reports so that this public information, available to the bank’s outside investors,

accurately reflects the private information possessed by the bank’s insiders. Because

even the 2,000 page FDIC risk assessment manual cannot account for the infinite id-

iosyncrasies of relationship-based lending, this supervisory role requires a necessarily

high degree of discretion for the agencies tasked with enforcement. When a high de-

gree of discretion is ineradicable from a principal-agent relationship, the only remedy

is to make sure the agent itself has incentives which are aligned with the principal’s.

To the extent that bank’s outside investors believe that the bank’s regulator does not

possess incentives sufficient to play this role and enforce FDICIA (e.g. because the

bank is invested heavily in local assets, the governor is facing reelection soon, or the

banking sector in that state is notoriously cozy with the state capitol) when the bank

becomes distressed, they will change their behavior to reflect this belief. If a bank’s

regulator cannot be relied on to inform them that the value of their investments in

the bank has been adversely affected, they will charge a higher price for their capital

ex ante as a prophylactic against such a scenario.

2.5.3 Model

Let’s approach this discussion more formally. Below are hypothetical balance

sheets for two banks which appear identical from the perspective of an outside in-

vestor:
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Table 2.2: Two Banks, Outsiders’ View

Bank A

Assets Liabilities

Commercial Loans Deposits: 70
NPV: 100 + ε Commercial Paper:

20
Variance: σ2 + ε Capital : 10 + ε

Status: Healthy

Bank B

Assets Liabilities

Commercial Loans Deposits: 70
NPV: 100 + ε Commercial Paper:

20
Variance: σ2 + ε Capital : 10 + ε

Status: Healthy

The entries containing an error term are those for which an outside investor

must rely on regulatory verification. As per my hypothesis, revealing the above

banks’ regulators will help to ameliorate the asymmetry, allowing market actors to

discriminate between healthy and distressed banks and charge a commensurate risk

premium:

Table 2.3: State vs. Federally Regulated Banks

Bank A

Assets Liabilities

Commercial Loans Deposits: 70
NPV: 100 Commercial Paper:

20
Variance: σ2 Capital: 10
Status: Healthy
Regulator: OCC

Bank B

Assets Liabilities

Commercial Loans Deposits: 70
NPV: 90 Commercial Paper:

20
Variance: 2σ2 Capital: 0
Status: Insolvent
Regulator: State

The above balance sheets are the banks’ private information. The federally reg-

ulated bank’s private information matches what is on its Call Report (ε = 0), while

the state regulated bank’s Call Report masks much weaker fundamentals. Because
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banks can be relied on to never overstate their privately observed risk, outside in-

vestors will rationally discount the information contained in the Call Reports of

state-regulated banks when assessing the risk premium to charge in interest or the

yield premium they would require when purchasing shares at a given price. I will now

analyze exactly how a flailing bank can – only with the help of a regulatory enabler

– impose externalities on the other actors in this drama. In the next chapter, I will

empirically test these hypotheses.

FDICIA in Action

All commercial banks in the United States are federally insured, and must comply

with FDICIA regardless of their charter type. They must maintain certain levels of

equity, liquidity, etc. which identify the risk a bank poses to the insurance fund. For

illustration purposes, let’s focus on the capital adequacy requirements of FDICIA.

Capital adequacy has dominated the discussion of prudential reforms in the wake of

the 2008 crisis, both in academia and in Washington. If banks are forced to retain

a sufficient degree of equity, the theory goes, they will internalize the costs of risk-

taking, and will engage in less of it. This is why it is so crucial for the incentives

of the regulator to be properly aligned with fund solvency – once this equity has

evaporated, so has a bank’s “skin in the game” and thus its aversion to additional,

socially destructive risk.

To comply with FDICIA, all commercial banks must issue public Call Reports

every fiscal quarter. These contain the above metrics, as well as many other variables

related to assets, liabilities, and risk. These reports are audited either every 12 or
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18 months depending on a bank’s size. While FDICIA requirements apply to all

commercial banks, state-chartered banks are audited on a rotating basis by the state

issuer of their charter and by a federal agency, while federally chartered banks are

audited by the federal Office of the Comptroller of Currency (OCC). In the case of

Bank Holding Companies, state-chartered BHCs rotate between their state regulator

and the Federal Reserve, while federally chartered BHCs are audited exclusively by

the Fed.

FDICIA Protocol

The following, stylized model will provide some theoretical orientation:

An audit will determine a bank to be in noncompliance if it has positive equity

below the “healthy” threshold. This status is “undercapitalized”. A bank which has

zero or negative equity has a status of “insolvent”. FDICIA protocol would mandate

the recapitalization of the former and the liquidation of the latter. If a regulator

discovers a bank to be in either noncompliance category during the course of an

audit, it can choose to forbear or to enforce the pre-specified protocol.
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Table 2.4: FDICIA Protocol

Federal Regulator

Status Net Present Value Strategy

Healthy 95 < Have a nice day!

Undercapitalized 90 < x < 95 Recapitalization

Insolvent < 90 Liquidation

Table 2.5: State Regulatory Incentives

State Regulator

Status Net Present Value Strategy

Healthy 95 < Have a nice day!

Undercapitalized 90 < x < 95 Forbear

Insolvent < 90 Forbear

If regulators automatically enforced FDICIA, troubled banks would always be

subjected to a recapitalization plan and failing banks would be promptly closed.

Expected costs to the federal insurance fund would be minimized, which is the leg-

islation’s very purpose. Outside investors would be reassured that a bank’s publicly

disclosed Call Report accurately reflected its private risk information as of its last

audit, and would price its debt and equity accordingly. Yet in either of these scenar-

ios, given that a bank is found to be non-compliant in the course of an audit, it is
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always in the interest of the bank’s insiders for the regulator to forbear. Forbearance

provides these owner-managers with flexibility. If the FDICIA-mandated procedure

turns out to be the value-maximizing strategy, it still remains an option on the table.

However, forbearance allows the insiders to pursue a different strategy if they

so-choose. Let’s first address the strategy known as “gambling for resurrection.”

This involves reallocating a bank’s portfolio toward riskier, high-variance assets in

the hopes that these bets will pay off and restore the bank to health (remember

Charles Keating?). This strategy will be value-maximizing for equity, but will im-

pose proportionally larger expected costs on other stakeholders, including the public

insurance fund. Because the gains to equity via this strategy are more than offset

by losses elsewhere, the social welfare maximizing strategy is to proscribe such gam-

bles. But because state agencies do not internalize these additional costs to the same

extent that federal agencies do, they are faced with a time-inconsistency problem.

Given that a bank in their jurisdiction faces failure, it is in the state regulator’s best

interests to allow such a gamble.

2.5.4 Bank Strategies

Gambling for Resurrection

Let’s imagine two banks with isomorphic portfolios in every respect except the

variance in expected cash flows from their assets:

I’ve projected the NPV movement of 100 such portfolios between t=0 and t=1,

their first audit. The red horizontal line demarcates an asset NPV of 90, below which

the bank is insolvent according to FDICIA guidelines:
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Table 2.6: Comparative Balance Sheets

Prudent Bank

Assets Liabilities

Commercial
Loans

Deposits: 70

NPV: 100 Commercial Pa-
per: 20

Variance: σ Capital: 10

Imprudent Bank

Assets Liabilities

Commercial
Loans

Deposits: 70

NPV: 100 Commercial Pa-
per: 20

Variance: 2σ Capital: 10

(a) Low Variance Portfolio (b) High Variance Portfolio

Figure 2.2: High vs. Low Variance Projected Outcomes

Figure 2.2 predicts that a greater proportion of the high-variance portfolios fall

either below the FDICIA “healthy” threshold of 95 (undercapitalized) or below 90

(red line; insolvent) by t = 1. At t = 1, the respective regulator performs an audit.
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The federal regulator enforces protocol according to the bank’s capitalization status.

A state regulator forbears, but says “Look guys, I’ll let this slide, but if you’re still in

the red when the Feds audit you next year, I won’t be able to save you.” A troubled

bank now has until t = 2 to restore its asset NPV sufficient to regain a “healthy”

FDICIA status. In the fast-paced world of finance, this is ample time to either

get one’s house in order or to dig quite a hole for oneself. A Congressional report

commissioned as FDICIA was being considered found that of all of the commercial

banks which had failed to that point, fully 38% of them showed no signs of distress

in the auditing period prior to their liquidation.

As mentioned, FDICIA protocol is designed to restore a bank’s assets to health

in such a way as to pose minimal risk to the insurance fund. Yet the incentives of

the bank’s equity holders are fundamentally inconsistent with this goal. The equity-

maximizing strategy for such a bank with impaired capital is, perversely, to increase

risk. To see why, we must consider the Black-Scholes model of equity pricing for a

leveraged firm. We can use the valuation formula of a call option, with the bank’s

investment portfolio as the reference asset, the nominal value of its debt as the strike

price, and t = 2 as the exercise date:

Black-Scholes Capital Asset Pricing Model

C = SN(d1)−N(d2)Ke
−rt
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d1 =
ln(S

k
) + (r + s2

2
)t

s ∗
√
t

d2 = d1 − s ∗
√
t

In this classic equation (Sharpe 1964, Lintner 1965), where:

C = call premium

S = current share price (the NPV of the reference asset)

t= time until expiration

K = option strike price

r = risk-free interest rate

N = cumulative standard normal distribution

We can see that such a call option increases in value as either the variance of

the reference asset increases or the time until expiration increases. Importantly, for

“out-of-the-money” call options (such as the equity claims on our troubled bank with

zero or negative net worth), the marginal return to an increase in either of these

variables is especially high. To make this discussion concrete, let’s observe how the

option value changes as we adjust the variables in this formula, where the reference

asset (the bank’s loan portfolio) has depreciated to an NPV of 90:
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Table 2.7: Call-Option Value Projections

Option A Option B Option C

Asset NPV 90 90 90

Exercise Price 90 90 90

Value Date 01/01/2017 01/01/2017 01/01/2017

Expiration Date 01/01/2018 01/01/2019 01/01/2018

Volatility .25 .25 .5

Interest Rate .05 .05 .05

Projected Value 11.10 16.78 19.61

Notice the large impact on the option’s value as either the volatility or the time-

until-expiration is increased. It is the equity-maximizing strategy, then, given that

the portfolio has soured, to take advantage of this forbearance by using this extra

time-until-expiration to increase the volatility of their portfolio. State regulators,

particularly in gubernatorial election years, will be willing to accommodate this

tradeoff whereby certain near-term costs are delayed at the price of higher costs

down the road. This extra volatility, of course, is not a free lunch. It increases risk

in equiproportion to option value. Yet the graph below demonstrates why neither

equity nor the state regulator prices-in the expected costs of this additional risk:
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(a) Low Variance Portfolio (b) High Variance Portfolio

Figure 2.3: Constant Variance vs. Gambling for Resurrection

max∑
90

x− 90

(a) Equity

89∑
70

90− x

(b) Bondholders

70∑
min

70− x

(c) Insurance Fund

Figure 2.4: Cost Distribution Across Stakeholders

Forbearance allows not only for the costs of bank failure to be delayed for an

entire auditing period (12-18 months), but for the price of this forbearance (the

costs imposed by greater risk) to be passed along to bondholders and the federal

insurance fund.
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2.5.5 Summary

All of the stakeholders which a bank comprises, as well as its regulator – state or

federal – would prefer to see every quarter kept squarely in the black. Yet this shared

preference dissolves precisely when a bank dips into the red and poses a potential

threat to the public interest. Given that a bank’s portfolio has deteriorated into

non-compliance with FDICIA, the utility-maximizing strategy for the bank’s insiders

aligns with those of the politically-appointed state regulators and against those of

the bank’s outsiders and of the federal and independent state regulators. The latter,

serving longer tenures and insulated against the fickleness of the median voter’s ire,

are willing to bear to the short-term costs of a bank closure in order to preempt a

more serious disaster down the road, the costs of which they are responsible for in

the form of a wipeout to the bondholders and a hit to the insurance fund.

This divergence in the coalitional alignment of regulatory incentives ought to

manifest itself in the relationship between bank insiders and bank outsiders. When

a bank’s uninsured creditors and minority shareholders cannot rely upon the bank’s

regulator to bridge the information asymmetry between them and the bank’s insiders,

they must respond by prophylactically raising the cost of capital which they charge

to the bank in order to offset the expected gap between the bank’s privately observed

risk and its publicly observed risk.

In order to test this hypothesis, it is essential to be able to control for banks’

publicly observed risk. One must be able to measure at once both the risks contained

in a bank’s individual balance sheet, as well as the risks entailed by the broader

macroeconomic environment at a given moment in time. If done properly, this allows
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one to isolate the extent to which a particular class of banks is paying a premium

on their cost of capital due to the political incentives of their regulators. In the next

chapter, I will begin to systematically construct an empirical framework with which

to corroborate the story I have told thus far.
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Chapter 3

Methodology and Operationalization

of Key Variables

In this chapter, I intend broadly to test the hypothesis that a bank’s cost of cap-

ital will reflect, inter alia, the political incentives of its regulator to properly enforce

FDICIA. Specifically, state-chartered banks will face higher costs of capital than

will federally chartered banks, and state-chartered banks in states with politicized

banking regulators will pay more than either federally chartered banks in that same

state or state-chartered banks in states with independent regulators. Moreover, the

extent to which a state-chartered bank is penalized for the incentives of its regulator

to not properly enforce FDICIA when the bank becomes distressed will vary with

the strength of those incentives. State regulators will be particularly inclined to for-

bear when a bank is disproportionately invested in local assets, when the regulator’s

time-horizons have shrunk due to an upcoming election and a souring state economy,
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and when local commercial banks constitute an important source of campaign con-

tributions and demand for state and municipal debt. Consequently, I predict that

there will be an interaction effect between these features of a bank’s balance and

sheet such state-year level variables which possess political implications.

3.1 Data

My data include 884,142 bank-quarter observations covering all federally insured

commercial banks in the United States in the period 1992-20151. Of these observa-

tions, 89,133 are publicly traded bank-holding-companies (BHCs). I first perform a

series of hypothesis tests on the full set of observations, operationalizing debt premi-

ums as the dependent variable of interest. Then, I replicate these tests on the BHC

subset, substituting equity premiums as the dependent variable.

3.2 Dependent Variables

Interest Rate Premium

All banks in my dataset issue some amount of uninsured debt. The interest rate

paid on this debt is key to determining the extent to which these creditors fear a

degree of expropriation by shareholders. However, direct pricing data of this debt

is not available from the FDIC database. Using the available metrics contained in
1Source: For quarterly Call Reports containing debt information: FDIC website. Data series

begins Q1 1992. The FDIC Improvement Act, serendipitously, was passed in 1991. For equities
data, CRSP-WRDS database.
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these FDIC Call Reports, I have constructed a novel method by which to calculate

the extent to which the interest rate paid on a bank’s uninsured debt departs from

that paid on its insured deposits:

Uninsured Debt / Total Debt

Uninsured Interest / Total Interest

First, the dollar amount of a bank’s uninsured debt as a percent of its total

debt liabilities is calculated (% Wholesale Debt). Then, the total amount of interest

paid on that uninsured debt is calculated (% Wholesale Interest). Uninsured debt

includes, inter alia: demand notes, bonds, repurchase agreements for U.S. Treasuries,

subordinated debt and debentures. Next, % Wholesale Interest is divided by %

Wholesale Debt to arrive at the final ratio, Uninsured Debt Premium. Higher values

indicate a greater positive discrepancy between the rate of interest paid on the bank’s

uninsured debts vs the rates paid on its insured debts (retail deposits). For example,

if a bank’s uninsured debt liabilities account for 25% of its total interest payments

but only 15% of its total debt liabilities, its ratio of 1.66 is higher than a bank whose

uninsured debts are 15% of its total debt liabilities but only 15% of its total interest

expenses (Uninsured Debt Premium = 1).

Share Price-to-Book Value

For the subset of 89,133 observations which are publicly traded BHCs, I opera-

tionalize the price-to-book ratio of the bank’s equity as the dependent variable. This

is among the most widely used metrics of firm valuation, and is most often used
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to assess banks in particular, by both scholars and practitioners (Eccher et al 1996;

Nelson 1996). It is calculated by simply dividing the bank’s quarterly averaged to-

tal market capitalization by the self-reported total book value of its equity capital

contained in its Call Report for that fiscal quarter. Banks with lower price-to-book

values must pay higher costs of equity for any given return to equity. To see why

this is, and how this metric relates to a bank’s cost of capital, consider a simple

discounted dividend model:

P0 =
DPS1

kegn

where,

P0 = Value of equity per share today

DPS1 = Expected dividends per share next quarter

ke = Cost of equity

gn = Growth rate in dividends

Since dividends per share is a function of earnings per share and the payout ratio,

the net present value of equity can be rewritten as:

P0 =
EPS1 ∗ Payout Ratio

r − gn

where,

r = risk-free interest rate
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Payout Ratio = dividends per share / earnings per share

In measuring the return on equity as EPS1

BV0
, where BV0 = Book Value of Equity,

the value of equity can also be written as:

P0 =
PBV0 ∗RoE ∗ Payout Ratio

r − gn

In terms of PBV ratio,

P0

BV0
= PBV =

RoE ∗ Payout Ratio
r − gn

Price-to-book value, then, is an increasing function of 1) return to equity, 2)

payout ratio, and 3) growth rate. It is a decreasing function of risk. Assuming

a carefully defined model wherein banks are matched on these numbered metrics:

the lower the price-to–book ratio, the more a bank’s shareholders fear either looting

and/or the under-reporting of risk by insiders.

3.3 Independent Variables

3.3.1 Regulator Type

For the debt analysis, banks are observed every fiscal quarter at the sub-BHC

(charter) level. This means that for every observation, there is a single, unique value

for that bank’s Primary Regulator. For federally chartered banks, this can be either

the OCC or the Fed, which are both assigned the value Federal. For state-chartered

banks, this value corresponds to either the Political or Independent regulator of the
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state in which the bank’s headquarters is physically located, since this is the regulator

responsible for auditing the bank’s consolidated balance sheet.

I have restricted the analysis of BHCs to those for which, in a given fiscal year,

over 50% of their assets are held by subsidiaries within the state in which they are

headquartered (since a BHC can have only a single value of Regulator Type per

observation). For a large state-chartered BHC which is geographically dispersed, the

implications of its failure are not localized but rather distributed across several states.

The extent to which investors would penalize such a BHC for, say, a gubernatorial

election in the state in which it is incorporated but which is home to only 15% of

its total assets would be highly attenuated, biasing my estimates toward zero but

without being inconsistent with my hypothesis.

3.3.2 Local Embeddedness

Relationship-based lending generates illiquid assets which require in-depth, on-

site auditing to verify their net present value. As I’ve discussed, this opacity is

compounded for a bank’s outside investors by the fact that banks which engage dis-

proportionately in such lending are precisely those toward which state regulators

(especially politicized ones) will be inclined to act leniently. Accordingly, these sup-

pliers of capital will adjust their pricing behavior so as to account for the likelihood

that the bank’s regulator has allowed the bank’s public valuation of its loan portfolio

(as disclosed in its quarterly Call Reports) to depart from its private valuation of

these same assets. The more that a bank’s portfolio comprises such illiquid loans, the

higher its cost of capital, as mediated by the political incentives of its regulator type.
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The variable % Local Assets measures the share of a bank’s assets which comprise the

following asset categories: small business loans, all farm loans less than $1,000,000,

non-securitized individual consumer loans, non-securitized 1-4 family mortgage loans

and non-securitized residential construction loans.

3.3.3 Political Time Horizons

If reelection is at all uncertain, an incumbent state politician’s time-horizons will

shorten accordingly. Future costs posed by local banks’ gambling for resurrection

and accumulating additional risk in the window of time afforded them by forbearing

regulators will be heavily discounted against the immediate gain of an ostensibly

placid banking sector in the run-up to the polls. This incentive will be particularly

acute when the state’s economy is under-performing. Suppliers of capital will ra-

tionally anticipate that banks’ publicly disclosed financial health may be allowed to

depart substantially from their privately observed health during the period prior to

a contested gubernatorial election. The dichotomous variable Election indicates that

an observation occurs in a state within three fiscal quarters of an upcoming guber-

natorial election if the current incumbent is running. As proxies for the pressure the

incumbent governor faces to bolster his reelection prospects via instructing his reg-

ulatory agents to exercise forbearance, State Unemployment and State GDP Growth

measure the state’s economic health in the fiscal year prior to polling day.
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3.3.4 Reciprocity

Outside investors will be particularly leery of state-chartered banks in states

where local commercial banks constitute an important donor class for state politi-

cians. Many states have liberal regulations pertaining to corporate contributions,

and all allow some amount of personal contributions which enable a bank’s C-suite

personnel to give directly. Such expenditures may be viewed as a premiums paid on

a political insurance policy, whereby the net present value of insiders’ claims on the

bank are enhanced insofar as they can expect forbearance in the event that they be-

come insolvent. Should this obtain, they are paying for the opportunity to transform

their equity claim into an out-of-the-money call option with a positive net present

value instead of being forced to liquidate as a liability residual now worth $0.

In assessing the extent to which suppliers of capital respond to this “appearance

of corruption” (to borrow a phrase from campaign finance jurisprudence), for each

state-year I start by measuring both the sum of institutional and individual dona-

tions to all state races by commercial banks with in-state reported addresses as well

as the mean and median amounts of these contributions. Next, to ascertain the

relative importance of commercial banks as a donor bloc in that state, I divide this

amount by total campaign spending on state races for all industries in that state

year. Finally, as a measure of local commercial banks’ propensity to spend relative

to other industries in that state-year, I calculate the fraction of that state-year’s com-

mercial banking GDP spent in campaign contributions relative to this same fraction

for all other industries in that state-year. Controlling for garden-variety inter-state

variation such as population, per capita income, etc. (fully specified in the appendix;
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I also employ an index variable taken from Milyo 2012 indicating the permissiveness

of that state-year’s campaign finance laws) I predict that state-years with political

banking regulators will witness greater absolute and relative levels of campaign con-

tributions from local commercial banks. As a second step, I test the hypothesis that

as these state-level contribution metrics increase, the disparity in the cost of capital

charged to state-chartered vs federally chartered banks in those states will increase

concomitantly, as suppliers of capital perceive this "undue influence" and infer that

bank Call Reports are not being scrutinized properly.

The second component of this reciprocity analysis involves the extent to which

local commercial banks can be expected to receive forbearance by virtue of their

importance as purchasers of state and municipal bonds. Remember that state reg-

ulators, particularly those who are directly accountable to elected officials, are not

eager to close a bank which is stuffed to the gills with such assets. Forcing a bank to

disgorge its holdings of state and municipal debt onto the market, especially during

a recession, has ramifications both local and immediate. Anticipating this political

cost-benefit analysis on the part of the regulators, suppliers of capital will discount

the publicly disclosed information in a bank’s Call Reports to the extent that these

reports indicate that the bank is a significant holder of state and municipal debt.
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3.4 Control Variables

3.4.1 Bank-Level Portfolio Controls

Before one can attempt to measure how much of a bank’s cost of capital derives

from the perceived political incentives of its regulator, one must first obtain an

accurate measurement of the bank’s apolitical, market risk. The ways in which this

can be done are functionally infinite, and the science of risk analysis occupies legions

of academics and practitioners alike. Nonetheless, a humble attempt is made here to

employ many of the most widely used risk metrics in the portfolio analysis literature

in order to control for inter-bank differences in risk profile related to but not caused

by regulator type (Miller 1995; Dermine 2009). I also draw on past studies which use

Depression-era data to specifically address the usefulness of Call Report variables as

a signal of bank health to its liability holders (Calomiris and Mason 1997; Calomiris

and Mason 2003). Done correctly, I will be able to determine if a state-chartered bank

and a federally chartered bank with otherwise isomorphic portfolios will nonetheless

be treated by their investors as posing differing levels of risk, in turn indicating

differing degrees of skepticism toward the financial information publicly disclosed by

these banks. A detailed elaboration of these controls can be found in the appendix

to this chapter, but they include such measures as the bank’s tier-1 equity capital

ratio, its raw-to-risk-adjusted asset ratio, the share of its assets which are securitized

vs. unsecuritized, the maturity of its loans vs. its liabilities, etc.
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3.4.2 State-Level Controls

I nest quarterly observations within banks (or holding company for equities data),

which are in turn nested within states. Moreover, random effects for fiscal year are

included. This modelling approach will account for static inter-state heterogeneity

which may contribute to differing baseline levels of risk between banks across states,

as well as time-varying cross-national trends (e.g. monetary policy) which impose

constant effects across banks in different states. However, state-specific time-variant

metrics (e.g. local business cycles) which affect risk premiums need to be explicitly

controlled for. Fully specified in the chapter appendix, I include a variety of state-

year variables, such as state GDP growth, state unemployment, commercial banking

GDP as a share of state GDP, etc. Table 3.1 comprehensively lists both the bank-

level and state-level variables used in the foregoing analyses:
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Table 3.1: Bank-Level Controls (Quarterly)

Asset Variables Liability Variables Performance Ratios

Total Assets Common Equity Return on Assets

Market Capitalization* Tier-1 (Core) Capital Return on Equity

Risk-weighted Assets Tier-2 Risk-based Cap-

ital

Equity to Assets

(Leverage)

Maturity Index Insured Deposits Z-Score

Liquidity Index Other Borrowed Funds CAPM Beta*

Payout Ratio*

Year-on-Year Growth*

% Securitized % Deposits Earning Assets to Total

Assets

% Real Estate % Volatile Yield on Earning As-

sets

% Derivatives Raw-to-Risk-Adjusted

Assets

% Trading Account Noncurrent Loans to

Loans

Loss Allowance to

Loans

Variables with * measured for publicly-traded BHCs only
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Table 3.2: State-Level Controls (Annual)

Variable

GDP

GDP Per Capita

GDP Growth Rate

Banking GDP / GDP

Unemployment Rate

Total Population

% Urban Population

3.5 Model

For the primary set of tests concerning the different costs of capital for banks with

different regulator types, I employ a three-level hierarchical (mixed-effects) model.

Quarterly Call Reports are nested within banks at either the certification-level (for

the debt analysis) or holding company level (for the equity analysis). Banks are

nested in turn within states. This nesting structure allows for a separate slope and

intercept for each bank-level variable to be estimated for every state, from which a

systematic relationship between state-level variables (e.g. regulator type) and the

slope and intercept of these bank-level variables can be derived. For expository

purposes, I’ll illustrate the second and third level sub-equations underlying the sub-

sequent tests.
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For each third-level unit (state), a separate linear equation is modeled for each

second-level unit (bank) within that nesting group, which takes the following form:

Yij = β0j + β1jXij + εij (3.1)

where:

Yij = outcome variable (risk premium/price-to-book ratio) measured for the

ith bank in the j th state

Xij = vector containing values of the bank-level predictors

β0j = intercept of the j th state

β1j = regression coefficients for Xij for the j th state

εij = random error associated with the ith bank nested in the j th state

β0j and β1j are then used as outcome variables for each of the third-level predic-

tors. Consider the case of a single state-level variable, Regulator Type, to be modeled

in equations 2 and 3:

β0j = γ00 + γ01Gj + ρ0j (3.2)

β1j = γ10 + γ11Gj + ρ1j (3.3)

where:

β0j = intercept of the j th state
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β1j = slope for the j th state

Gj = type of regulator in state j

γ00 = overall mean intercept adjusted for bank-level variables

γ10 = overall mean intercept adjusted for bank-level variables

γ01 = regression coefficient associated with bank-level variables relative to state

intercept

γ11 = regression coefficient associated with bank-level variables relative to state

slope

ρ0j = random effects of the j th state adjusted for bank-level variables on the

intercept

ρ1j = random effects of the j th state adjusted for bank-level variables on the

slope

Note that the terms ρ0j and ρ1j are derived from the hierarchical structure of the

model, and differentiate it from an ordinary least squares regression. These terms

unconstrain the errors from being independent across banks, allowing for inter-bank

dependency within each state. Substituting equations 2 and 3 into equation 1, we

get:2

Yij = γ00 + γ10ij + γ01Gj + γ11GjXij + U0j + εij (3.4)
2Recall that for expository purposes this formulation excludes the first-level equation (observa-

tions), as well as the temporal dimension so as to avoid excessive subscripting. All tests include
random effects for fiscal year.
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So structured, this basic template allows me simultaneously to test that 1) bank-

level portfolio characteristics are related to risk premiums; 2) regulator type is related

to risk premium, after controlling for bank-level portfolio characteristics; and 3) regu-

lator type modulates the relationship between bank-level portfolio variables and risk

premium. Implicit in this formulation are the following assumptions: 1) there is sys-

tematic within-and-between-group variance in risk premiums; 2) there is significant

variance at the bank-level intercepts; 3) there is significant variance in the bank-level

slopes, 4) the variance in the bank-level intercepts is predicted by regulator type,

and 5) the variance in the bank-level slopes is predicted by regulator type.

In chapter 4, I directly test the proposition that conditions 4 and 5 hold for

state-chartered banks, but not for federally chartered banks.

3.6 Descriptive Statistics

To allow for comparability across separate tests, I have standardized all relevant

variables. So, if the coefficient for % Local Loans is 0.13 for state-chartered banks

in Nebraska, that indicates that a one standard deviation increase in the share of a

bank’s portfolio dedicated to such assets leads to an increase in the debt premium

paid by that bank by a magnitude of 0.13 standard deviations.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of Independent and Dependent Variables

The distributions of the most important independent variables look quite similar

between the four possible pairings of state/federal and political/independent. State-

chartered banks as a whole tend to invest slightly higher portions of their portfolios
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in local assets and government debt, and this difference is somewhat greater in states

which have politically-appointed regulators. Nonetheless, these distributions are all

broadly Gaussian, with some slight contouring in the case of state/municipal debt.

As for the dependent variables, we against observe a high degree of similarity in

the distributions for state and national banks among both political and indepen-

dent regulatory regimes, with state chartered banks paying slightly higher costs on

average, particularly in states with political regulators. Reassuringly for the pro-

posed methods which follow, there is overall substantial overlap in these aggregate

distributions.
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Part II

Testing for Distinct Equilibria
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In this section, I test the hypotheses elaborated in Chapter 3. To recapitulate

them briefly here:

Compared to either state-chartered banks in states with independent reg-

ulators or to federally chartered banks in the same state, state-chartered

banks in states with political regulators will: 1) Sustain greater losses

as a percent of their total assets when they fail 2) Show fewer signs of

impending failure ex ante 3) Be more likely to fail after a gubernatorial

election than before.

Moreover, I test the hypotheses that these same banks will pay higher

costs of capital whenever: 1) They hold a greater share of their portfolios

in the form of local assets 2) A gubernatorial election is being held within

the fiscal year 3) Banks in their state contribute more to statewide po-

litical campaigns and, 4) They hold a greater share of their assets in the

form of state and municipal bonds.

For all of the following coefficient plots, I display the 95% confidence interval, es-

timated using restricted maximum likelihood (REML). All coefficients have been

standardized.
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Chapter 4

Bank Failures

4.1 Failure Magnitudes

To establish plausibility, I begin by testing the proposition that when state-

chartered banks fail, those in states with political regulators sustain greater losses as

a share of their total assets than do state-chartered banks in states with independent

regulators or federally chartered banks in the same state. Failures which entail a

higher magnitude of losses indicate that forbearance was likely at play, a consequence

of a political state regulator’s incentives to allow a troubled bank to accumulate

additional risk and to otherwise expropriate outsiders. Remember, it is the FDIC,

not the state treasury, which must indemnify depositors if the recovery value of a

failed bank’s assets falls below the nominal value of its insured liabilities.

Equation 4 is adapted here such that the dependent variable is the ratio of losses

sustained as a share of the bank’s total assets in the fiscal quarter prior to failure or
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liquidation. I am interested in comparing the coefficients of the dichotomous Charter

Type variable for states with political vs. independent regulators, after controlling

for a vector of other bank-level metrics (Xij) which would be associated with the

magnitude of losses given failure. In this case, Xij includes, inter alia:1

Z Score: Widely used metric to assess bank balance sheet volatility. Calculated

as:

Return on Assets+ (
Total Equity

Total Assets
)

σ(Return on Assets)

The bigger a bank’s z-score, the less its return on assets fluctuates quarter-

over-quarter as a percent of its total equity cushion. For banks with a large

z-score, only a serious tail-event drawn from its bank-specific distribution of

possible losses over a given quarter can threaten its solvency.

Insured Deposits/Total Liabilities : Total insured deposits as a percentage of

total liabilities.

Equity Capital to Assets : Total equity capital as a percent of total assets.

Volatile Liabilities/Total Liabilities : Volatile liabilities on a consolidated basis

includes: (1) Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to

repurchase, (2) Demand notes issued to the US Treasury and other borrowed

money (3) Time deposits over $250,000 held in domestic offices (prior to march

2010, includes time deposits of $100,000 or more in domestic offices) (4) Foreign
1Full model specified in Appendix.
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office deposits (5) Trading liabilities less trading liabilities revaluation losses on

interest rate, foreign exchange rate, and other commodity and equity contracts.

Yield on Earning Assets: Total interest income (annualized) as a percent of

average earning assets.

Hypothesis 1a When state-chartered banks in state-years with political regulators

fail, the FDIC fund will record greater losses as a percentage of the bank’s total assets

compared to when nationally chartered banks in that same state-year fail. The loss

ratio of state and federally chartered banks in state-years with independent regulators

will converge.
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Figure 4.1: Effect of State Charter on Loss Magnitude by Regulator Type

Figure 4.1 demonstrates that, controlling for publicly disclosed ex ante risk, state-

chartered banks as a class fail more spectacularly than do federally chartered banks,

and this difference is magnified for state banks in states with political regulators.
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The y-axis indicates the marginal effect on the magnitude of losses sustained when

switching from a federal to a state charter. The x-axis differentiates this effect by the

type of regulator overseeing that state charter. As we will see in the next chapter,

outside investors, whether bondholders or shareholders, will calibrate the additional

risk which these three possible combinations entail, and will price their supplied

capital accordingly. In states with independent regulators, the losses as a percent of

total assets sustained by failed state-chartered banks are greater by an average of 0.06

standard deviations than those of similarly-situated federally chartered banks in that

same state. This difference grows to nearly 0.17 standard deviations in states with

politically appointed regulators, reflecting more serious forbearance and abidance of

riskier investments in the run-up to a bank’s closure.

4.2 Predicting Failures

If the magnitude of a given bank failure varies by charter and regulator type due

not – as per my theory – to differing regulatory incentives but rather according to

some structural or market differences not accounted for in the model, then investors

ought nonetheless to be able to discern ex ante which banks are more or less likely

fail at all, given their Call Reports. The very purpose of the Call Reports is to convey

extremely detailed information regarding the bank’s balance sheet and the risks it has

assumed. This leads me to the second hypothesis concerning bank failures, namely:

Hypothesis 1b The best-fitting model for predicting bank failures will under-predict

the failure of state-chartered banks in states with political regulators.
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A comparative analysis of all 1,326 recorded bank failures or liquidations in the

years 1992-2015 corroborates the theory that investors in state-chartered banks with

political regulators face a higher degree of information asymmetry vis-a-vis bank

insiders:

Table 4.1: Probability of Failure/Liquidation

State Banks National Banks

Holding Company −0.107∗∗∗ −0.188∗∗∗
(0.038) (0.035)

Z-score 0.139 0.01
(0.124) (0.083)

Insured Deposits to Total Liabilities −0.048∗ −0.079∗∗∗
(0.026) (0.022)

Equity Capital to Assets −0.061∗∗ −0.122∗∗∗
(0.031) (0.021)

Volatile Liabilities to Total Liabilities 0.157 0.214∗∗∗
(0.148) (0.098)

Yield on Earning Assets 0.055 0.075∗
(0.093) (0.039)

Nonperforming Loans to Loans 0.901∗∗ 0.109∗∗∗
(0.067) (0.021)

Loan Loss Account to Total Assets 0.152∗∗∗ 0.163∗∗∗
(0.045) (0.040)

Regulator Type 0.091∗∗∗ 0.029∗
(0.009) (0.016)

Constant 0.032 0.159∗
(0.131) (0.094)
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Table 4.2: Probability of Failure/Liquidation Fixed and Random Effects

State Banks National Banks

Random Effects (Variance)

Bank 0.270 0.314

State 0.018 0.013

Year 1.551 1.797

AIC 67891 54123

BIC 67121 53765

Log-Likelihood −44010 −32931

∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1

As we can see, a market-based model of a bank’s risk in any given fiscal quarter t is

a significantly poorer fit in predicting if the bank will fail within the next two years for

state-chartered banks with political regulators than for state banks with independent

regulators or for national banks. This suggests that politicized regulators may allow

a troubled bank’s privately-observed health to depart substantially from its publicly

disclosed risk profile. Outside investors, anticipating this, will protect themselves

by charging commensurately higher prices for their capital to such banks, despite

similar public ex ante risk metrics.
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4.3 Failure Timing

We’ve established thus far that the publicly disclosed balance sheet information

of state-chartered banks in state-years with political regulators is both less predictive

of the bank’s likelihood of failure and, given failure, underestimates the magnitude of

this failure. Yet these same forbearance-producing political incentives which generate

such outcomes should amplify in the run-up to a state election.

For a state-chartered bank which becomes critically undercapitalized or outright

insolvent prior to an election, there is a 50% chance that this will overlap with the

state regulator’s shift in the 18-month supervisory rotation. We would expect the

state regulator’s incentives in this situation to strongly encourage forbearance: ensure

that there is no failure prior to the election at the price of raising the expected loss

magnitude if the bank’s gamble for resurrection fails by the time the federal regulator

rotates in after the election. This leads us to our final hypothesis about bank failures:

Hypothesis 1c For a given level of observable risk, state-chartered banks in states

with political regulators will be more likely to fail immediately after a gubernatorial

election than immediately before.
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Figure 4.2: Probability of Failure or Liquidation

Here we see the respective predicted probabilities (y-axis) of a bank’s failure

or liquidation in a given fiscal quarter (x-axis) for the four unique combinations of

Charter Type and Regulator Type. Despite the wide error bars attributable to the rel-
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ative rarity of such an event, we can nonetheless clearly discern that state-chartered

banks, particularly those in state-years with political regulators, are substantially

more likely to fail immediately after an election than before. For states with po-

litical appointee regulators, even federally chartered banks in those states evince a

slight uptick in the probability of failing or beign liquidated just after the election.

4.3.1 Summary

Substantively, these tests suggest that over the course of a ten-year period, a

state whose elected officials appoint its regulator should expect to see an average of

5-6 additional bank failures. These failures will be more costly to the insurance fund,

by a magnitude of $2-3 million for small and medium-sized banks and fully $26-35

million for large banks. While failures of both bank classes in all states will tend

to cluster during economic downturns, state-chartered banks evince an additional

element of clustering just after a gubernatorial election.

Several extensions immediately suggest themselves to this section of the disser-

tation. Due to data limitations, I was unable to obtain a full series of statewide

election years for all states in the 1992-2015 period. Instead, I focused exclusively on

gubernatorial elections to investigate the effects of the “political business cycle” on

the timing of bank closures. Because over 90% of bank-quarter observations in states

which have politically appointed regulators are those in which it is the governor, and

not the state legislator or direct election, which is responsible for appointment, this

oversight may have only limited implications.

Another shortcoming of the foregoing tests is the restriction of the closure analy-
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sis to simply failures and liquidations. These are stock categories derived from FDIC

data which do not include FDICIA-noncompliant banks acquired by healthy insti-

tutions. This may be a reason, other than regulatory incentives to forbear, which

causes a divergence in the magnitude of outright failures. Perhaps states with po-

litical appointees also tend to put up greater hurdles to acquisitions, meaning that

dysfunctional management teams hold the reins in their hands for longer, exacer-

bating losses. Only after the inclusion of acquisitions data will I be able to fully

appreciate the nature of the differences between both bank classes and regulatory

regimes.
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Chapter 5

Higher Costs of Capital

The foregoing constitutes some preliminary evidence that state agencies, espe-

cially those directly accountable to elected state officials, have strong political in-

centives to exercise regulatory forbearance. The fact that the Call Reports which

state-chartered banks in such jurisdictions release in real-time are less predictive ex

post of their failure indicates that their regulators are shirking their duty as public

fiduciaries. As per my theory, we should expect outside suppliers of capital to respond

to this relatively greater degree of information asymmetry by charging concomitantly

higher rates of interest and paying less per share of book value.

5.1 Local Embeddedness

When assessing a bank’s balance sheet from the outside, many of the more liquid

items pose little challenge for risk evaluation purposes. However, when it comes to

relationship-intensive loans a bank has made to local customers, suppliers of capital
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must rely on the bank’s regulator to verify the self-reported net present value and

cashflow volatility of such assets. The greater the perceived incentives of the bank’s

regulator to forbear in this duty when these assets deteriorate, the more suppliers of

capital must defensively discount this publicly disclosed information. Whether it’s

bondholders deciding on an appropriate interest rate to charge or minority share-

holders deciding on how much to pay for a share of equity, the political dynamic

operating in the background leads to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2a State-chartered banks in state-years with politicized regulators will

pay higher risk-premiums for each additional percentage point of their portfolio that

is invested in local assets than will nationally chartered banks in that same state-year.

This "locality" premium for state and nationally chartered banks in state-years with

independent regulators will converge.

To test this hypothesis, I will first separately estimate the inter-state (level 3)

variation in the % Local Assets (level 2) coefficient for state-chartered banks on the

one hand and for federally chartered banks on the other. We should expect that,

after controlling for both bank-level and state-level variables, the state-level variable

Regulator Type is associated with larger coefficients for the bank-level % Local Assets

variable for state-chartered banks but is orthogonal to this balance sheet attribute

for federally chartered banks.
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Table 5.1A: Fixed Effects for Figure 5.1 Regression

State Banks National Banks

Total Assets −0.067 −0.081
(0.002) (0.001)

Risk-Weighted Assets −0.039 −0.010
(0.001) (0.001)

Maturity Index 0.048 0.079
(0.001) (0.001)

Liquidity Index −0.096 −0.122
(0.001) (0.001)

Common Equity −0.157 −0.114
(0.001) (0.001)

Tier-1 Capital −0.105 −0.095
(0.001) (0.001)

Tier-2 Capital −0.072 −0.061
(0.001) (0.001)

Insured Deposits −0.052 −0.063
(0.001) (0.001)

Other Borrowed Funds 0.091 0.029
(0.001) (0.002)

Return on Assets 0.112 0.102
(0.001) (0.001)

Return on Equity 0.012 0.009
(0.002) (0.001)

Equity to Assets −0.312 −0.291
(0.001) (0.001)

Z-score −0.124 −0.131
(0.001) (0.001)
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Table 5.1A: Fixed Effects for Figure 5.1 Regression, continued

State Banks National Banks

% Securitized 0.008 0.010
(0.001) (0.001)

% Real Estate 0.077 0.049
(0.001) (0.002)

% Derivatives 0.102 0.096
(0.001) (0.001)

% Trading Account 0.071 0.042
(0.002) (0.001)

% Deposits −0.121 −0.906
(0.001) (0.001)

% Volatile 0.210 0.196
(0.001) (0.001)

Earning Assets/Total Assets −0.023 −0.039
(0.001) (0.001)

Yield on Earning Assets 0.006 0.013
(0.001) (0.002)

Raw-to-Risk Adjusted Ratio 0.141 0.122
(0.001) (0.001)

Noncurrent Loans to Loans 0.212 0.233
(0.001) (0.001)

Loss Allowance to Loans 0.189 0.116
(0.001) (0.001)
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Figure 5.1: 95% confidence interval of the coefficient for % Local Assets on Debt

Risk Premium, by State and Regulator Type98
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Figure 5.2: 95% confidence interval of the coefficient for % Local Assets on Price-

To-Book Ratio, by State and Regulator Type
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We see in Table 5.1A that most of the included control variables are highly

significant, with virtually all coefficients correctly signed. Table 5.1B (see Appendix),

which displays the random effects, shows that while bank-level variables dominate in

the determination of cost of capital, state-level random effects nonetheless matter,

and they matter relatively more for state-chartered banks than for national banks.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 clearly demonstrate a relationship between a state regulatory

regime type (blue vs red) and the directionality and significance (x-axis) of the

average bank-level effect of % Local Assets on that states’ banks’ cost of capital.

As we can see, there is substantially more variation in the effect of local assets as a

percentage of a bank’s portfolio on its debt costs for state-chartered banks than for

nationally chartered banks. For state-chartered banks, the slope is both positive and

significant for many states. On the other hand, far fewer states evince significant

slopes for the nationally chartered banks in their jurisdiction, several of which have

the opposite sign.

The story goes much the same with the equities data. In this instance, the sign

is flipped because a negative slope indicates that banks with more of their portfolios

invested in local assets are having their market value of equity discounted more

heavily against their book value of equity.

Beyond being highly significant and loading sharply on both charter type and

regulator type, the effect of % Local Assets are modest-to-large in size. Holding

constant all other aspects of a bank’s portfolio, just increasing its share dedicated to

such local assets by a standard deviation is sufficient to increase its cost of capital

by a range of 0.05-0.10 standard deviations.
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The portfolio-level fixed-effects in Table 5.1A display a high degree of face validity.

All else equal, banks with lower levels of leverage, higher levels of liquidity, and fewer

under-performing loans pay both lower interests rates and sustain a lesser price-to-

book discount of their equity valuation. An analysis of the random effects in Table

5.1B demonstrate the largely cyclical nature of interest rates and equity pricing: the

random effects for Year contribute far and away the greatest explanation of variance

in the outcome variable. Bank-level characteristics are less explanatory, though still

quite powerful, while state-level variation is minimal after explicitly modeling the

state-level variables listed in Table 3.1.
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Figure 5.3: 95% confidence interval of coefficient for % Local Assets on Debt Risk

Premium and Price-to-Book-Discount

Figure 5.3 measures the aggregated effects (y-axis) across all regime types for both

federally and state-chartered banks, applied to both dependent variables. Combining

state and federally chartered banks into a single model for debt and equities respec-

tively, we can estimate a separate overall slope for % Local Assets for each charter
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type for each type of regulator. This confirms the findings in the disaggregated

model that the slope steepens for state-chartered banks in state-years with politi-

cized regulators, and that the effect size on interest rates is greater for these banks

(just shy of 0.06 standard deviations) than for equity prices ( 0.03 standard devia-

tions). Moreover, we observe that while state-chartered banks in states with political

vs. independent regulators can be differentiated from each other with no overlap,

these banks do not sustain a unique interest rate or equity penalty for holding local

assets when compared to similarly situated federally chartered banks in states with

independent regulators. In the case of both dependent variables, state-chartered and

federally chartered banks reliably diverge only in states where the banking supervisor

is a political appointee.

5.2 Political Time Horizons

Hypothesis 2b State-chartered banks in state-years with politicized regulators will

see their equity values discounted by market investors at higher rates during the three

fiscal quarters preceding a gubernatorial election than will state-chartered banks in

state-years with independent regulators, or nationally chartered banks in that same

state-year.
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Figure 5.4: Effect of Gubernatorial Election Year on Debt Risk Premium and Price-

to-Book-Discount

Figure 5.4 measures deviations from non-election year baseline (y-axis) for each

charter-type/regime-type permutation (x-axis) for both dependent variables. It ap-
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pears that interest rates do not appreciably rise for either state-chartered or federally

chartered banks as a prophylactic against election-induced forbearance. The term

heterogeneity of a bank’s wholesale debts may be responsible for this null result.

Other portfolio characteristics - such as the share of a bank’s portfolio invested in

local assets - may fluctuate over time. However, this process is likely gradual, as

individual investment and divestment decisions accumulate and change the aver-

age characteristic of the portfolio. Even longterm wholesale debts used to finance

these decisions will converge over the course of these adjustments on the proper risk-

adjusted interest rate. Purchasers of longer term debt will be unable to cyclically

adjust the interest charged to a bank in real-time as an election approaches, mean-

ing that any anticipated risks of expropriation due to election-induced forbearance

must be priced into the fixed rate charged for the duration of the bond’s life. That

said, my theory would predict that shorter term debts, such as commercial paper,

federal funds loans, and repurchase agreements, would reflect this cyclicality. This

prediction does not withstand the empirical test as currently formulated.

Equities markets, which are highly liquid, appear to behave cyclically in a manner

consistent with the theory. Moreover, the effect sizes are larger than those observed

in the other tests in this section. Even in states with independent regulators, state-

chartered banks see their shares discounted against their book value by about 0.05

standard deviations during fiscal years in which there is a gubernatorial election.

This discount jumps to over 0.12 standard deviations for state-chartered banks in

states with political appointee regulators.
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5.2.1 Summary

Broadly speaking, the foregoing tests suggest that state-chartered banks, and

those in states with politically appointed regulators in particular, pay a penalty

for holding greater portions of their portfolios in local assets. Moreover, this same

class of banks almost uniquely sustains rising costs of capital in the run-up to a

gubernatorial election in their state, indicating that investors are aware of the short-

term/long-term trade-offs which political appointees are willing to make, and how

this translates into the likelihood that a newly non-compliant bank will be forced to

disclose this status downgrade in timely fashion.

As with the tests concerning the timing of failures before and after elections, this

study suffers from the exclusion of off-year elections in which the governor is not up

for re-election. This means that, in the relatively infrequent cases in which it is the

state legislature, or a direct plebiscite, which appoints the regulator, some effects

might be overlooked. Furthermore, while I attempted to be as clinical as possible in

selecting those assets which are “local” in nature, this process nonetheless required

extensive judgment calls. While the results appear robust to alternate specifications,

it could always be the case that I have categorically mischaracterized one or more of

the asset types with a “local” designation.
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Chapter 6

Reciprocity

6.1 Campaign Spending

Bank insiders can be expected to spend in campaign contributions up to the

full marginal benefit which would accrue to them by enhancing the attractiveness of

their call option via inducing a regulator to forbear. State elected officials, whose

incentives align with these insiders when a bank becomes distressed, are much more

capable of reciprocating these contributions when the relevant agency is staffed by

a political appointee. If, however, the agency’s head is not appointed by elected

officials but rather by an independent body, elected officials would need to expend

much greater effort to achieve this same effect. The size of the campaign contribution

required to induce this effort would rise concomitantly, and – if it were to exceed the

value to be gained via forbearance – would not be forthcoming.

Let’s first examine total per capita spending (sum of both individual and insti-
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tutional donations) in a state-year on all state races by commercial banks or their

employees with reporting addresses from within that state.1 We are primarily in-

terested in the marginal effect on this spending total of a state’s banking regulator

being a political appointee vs. an independent board appointee or career bureaucrat.

As a first step toward measuring this effect, below are the respective aggregate per

capita distributions for independent and political state-years:
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Figure 6.1: Total Individual vs. Institutional Commercial Bank Contributions in a

State-Year Per Capita

1Data collected from followthemoney.org. All contributions from "General Industry: Commercial
Banks" are counted so long as they are in-state.
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So far, so good. The per capita distribution for politically regulated states is

shifted slightly to the right on the x-axis compared to independently regulated states.

The contribution totals move us toward confirming the logic that if the price of

inducing forbearance is too high many banks will refuse to pay it. However, we would

expect a variety of state-level characteristics to influence total campaign spending

by commercial banks and their employees, such per capita income, campaign finance

laws, commercial banks’ share of state GDP, etc. I employ a mixed-effects model

incorporating these and other controls (fully specified in the appendix) to assess

the marginal effect of a state’s type of banking regulator on the total per capita

contributions forthcoming from that state’s commercial banking sector in a given

year.

Here we see that wealthier, more urbanized states with more banking GDP per

capita witness higher rates of campaign contributions by local commercial banks, but

that states with similar economic profiles will diverge if one’s banking regulator is

appointed by elected officials and the other by an independent board or commission,

with the former displaying higher levels of both per capita individual and institutional

spending. I move on examine which states see local commercial banks spending more

on campaigns relative to their industry’s share of that state-year’s GDP and relative

to this same ratio for all other sectors in that state-year. Thus, I expect not only

that the commercial banking sector in state-years with politicized agencies will spend

more on state races as a share of their GDP than will their counterparts in state-

years with independent agencies, but also that they will spend a larger fraction of

their GDP relative to other sectors in that state-year.
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Table 6.1: In-State Campaign Spending by Commercial Banks

Individual Institutional

GDP 0.097∗∗∗ 0.118∗∗∗
(0.028) (0.015)

GDP Per Capita 0.169∗∗∗ 0.112∗∗∗
(0.024) (0.013)

GDP Growth Rate −0.048∗ −0.029
(0.026) (0.022)

Banking GDP / GDP 0.061∗∗ 0.122∗∗∗
(0.021) (0.021)

Unemployment Rate 0.157 0.114
(0.148) (0.098)

Total Population 0.055 0.075∗
(0.093) (0.039)

% Urban 0.082∗∗ 0.018
(0.027) (0.011)

Milyo Index 0.132∗∗∗ 0.143∗∗∗
(0.045) (0.040)

Regulator Type 0.051∗∗∗ 0.039∗∗∗
(0.009) (0.006)

Constant 0.022 0.122
(0.131) (0.094)

Random Effects (Variance)
State 0.327 0.218
Year 1.912 1.399

AIC 20121 22312
BIC 21300 22003
Log-Likelihood −14009 −15912
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1
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Table 6.2: Ratio of Commercial Bank Spending to GDP / Mean Sectoral Ratio

Individual Institutional

GDP −0.101 0.111
(0.077) (0.095)

GDP Per Capita −0.049 −0.021
(0.54) (0.066)

GDP Growth Rate 0.041 0.022
(0.036) (0.029)

Banking GDP / GDP 0.215∗∗∗ 0.292∗∗∗
(0.043) (0.011)

Unemployment Rate −0.057 −0.021
(0.048) (0.064)

Total Population −0.065∗∗∗ −0.085∗∗
(0.013) (0.029)

% Urban 0.092∗∗∗ 0.102∗∗∗
(0.017) (0.021)

Milyo Index 0.052 0.112∗∗
(0.035) (0.040)

Regulator Type 0.071∗∗∗ 0.040∗
(0.005) (0.019)

Constant 0.121 0.188∗∗
(0.131) (0.094)

Random Effects (Variance)
State 0.518 0.813
Year 0.951 0.701

AIC 71121 70095
BIC 72662 69881
Log-Likelihood −68110 −55111
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1
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At this point, we can be fairly confident that in state-years where the banking

regulator is a political appointee, local commercial banks constitute an important

donor bloc relative to state-years in which the regulator is independent. However,

this empirical finding relates to my theory only insofar as it translates into a higher

degree of information asymmetry between commercial bank insiders and outsiders. If

creditors and minority shareholders are aware of these relatively large sums of money

making their way to the state capitol every even-numbered year, they will infer that

state politicians have a direct, pecuniary incentive to abide, if not encourage, regu-

latory forbearance. Consequently, these suppliers of capital will rationally discount

the Call Reports of banks in state-years wherein local commercial banks spend more

on state races (see Appendix, Figure 6.2).

6.2 State and Municipal Debt

I contend that local banks are not important to state politicians merely as cam-

paign contributors, but also as major purchasers and underwriters of state and munic-

ipal debt. Politicized regulators, particularly during times of more general economic

distress, will be loathe to auction off any sizable state bond holdings of a failed bank.

Below, I test the interaction between the bank-level portfolio variable of % Munici-

pal/State Debt on the one hand and the state-level variable of Outstanding Debt Per

Capita on the other.

% Municipal/State Debt : bank-year asset variable indicating the total fair mar-

ket value of all state and municipal bonds and loans as a % of total assets.
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Outstanding Debt Per Capita: state-year variable indicating total, inflation-

adjusted dollar amount of outstanding state and municipal debt divided by

state-year population

Hypothesis 2c State-chartered banks in states with political regulators will face

steeper premiums on their cost of capital the greater their holdings of state and mu-

nicipal debt.
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Figure 6.2: 95% confidence interval of coefficient for % Municipal/State Bonds on

Debt Risk Premium
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Figure 6.3: Effect of % Municipal/State Bonds by State Indebtedness

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 clearly demonstrate that there exists a positive relationship

between a state’s outstanding debt per capita and the effect of municipal and state

bond holdings on the interest rates which banks in that state end up paying. In
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Figure 6.2, we see politically supervised states persistently clustering to the right

of 0 on the x-axis, indicating a significant positive relationship between their level

of debt holdings and their costs of capital. In Figure 6.3, I refine this analysis to

incorporate the extent to which a state’s per capita level of debt mediates the bank-

level effects measured in Figure 6.2. I find that state-chartered banks in politically

regulated states evince an upward sloping relationship between that state’s per capita

indebtedness and the average bank-level effect of state/municipal debt holdings on

cost of capital. While this relationship holds for federally chartered banks in these

same states, divergence only emerges among state-chartered banks. The expected

relationship holds most sharply for state-chartered banks in states with political

regulators. These findings strongly suggest that investors expect regulators to be

sensitive to the impact on the state’s fiscal position if interest rates were to spike

following a fire-sale of its debt. While the effect sizes are small (a standard deviation

increase in the share of a bank’s assets in the form of state or municipal debt leads to

a 0.025-0.05 standard deviation increase in their cost of capital), they are significant

and display stark differences depending on both the charter class of the bank in

question as well as the political incentives of its regulator.

6.2.1 Summary

Campaign spending on statewide races by local commercial banks and their em-

ployees appears to be greater in states which have politically appointed regulators.

This result obtains not only relative to state GDP, the share of that GDP comprising

commercial bank activity, and other such relevant state-level variables, but also with
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respect to commercial bank spending relative to other sectoral spending.

This section also finds that banks which substantially invest i local government

debt pay for this decision in the form of highest costs of capital, both in terms of

wholesale debt and in equity pricing. Consistent with the findings in the previous

chapters, this penalty is especially pronounced for state-chartered banks in states

with politically appointed regulators. However, the primary weakness of these results

are not their significance, but their size. For the median-sized bank by assets in my

dataset ($102 million), an increase in uninsured debt funding costs by 0.05 standard

deviations translates into $1.2 million per year. This is not a massive sum, but does

comport with the effect sizes found in other studies of bank funding costs, where

10-15 basis points do not go unnoticed (Santos 2001).

The inferences to be drawn from this section face other limitations as well. I focus

here exclusively on official campaign contributions. This data excludes all lobbying

activity. This may be particularly misleading in smaller states, where a degree of

intimacy might obtain between a clique of local bankers and the regulators at the

capitol. Such a milieu might generate cognitive capture and an understanding of

mutual interest averse to the regulators’ nominal role as public fiduciaries. Moreover,

this study does not capture independent spending by commercial banks and their

associations - an oversight made particularly problematic in the post-Citizens United

campaign finance regime.
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6.3 Model Comparisons

Here in intend to demonstrate that incorporating regulatory incentives signifi-

cantly improves the ability to predict inter-state variation in the slope of % Local

Assets and % State/Municipal Debt for state-chartered banks, but offers no such

marginal improvement for federally chartered banks.

For robustness, I compare a reduced model (no variable for Regulator Type) to

the full model across three distinct metrics: Akaike Information Criterion (AIC),

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), and the negative log-likelihood. I then evalu-

ate the significance of the full model’s improved fit for each metric via the Kenneth-

Rogoff technique, which is more stringent than a conventional χ2 test.

Interest Rate Premium

Table 6.3: Goodness of Fit, Debt

State Banks

Metric Reduced Full

AIC 125463 97886

BIC 125622 98929

Log-Likelihood -97717 -91342

Kenneth-Rogoff: 0.00

χ2: 0.00

National Banks

Reduced Full

146790 138043

147076 137862

-118456 -112412

Kenneth-Rogoff: 0.00

χ2: 0.00
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Equity Premium

Table 6.4: Goodness of Fit, Equity

State Banks

Metric Reduced Full

AIC 41281 38902

BIC 41345 38823

Log-Likelihood -26767 -23122

Kenneth-Rogoff: 0.00

χ2: 0.00

National Banks

Reduced Full

45654 44890

45671 44812

-39011 -38948

Kenneth-Rogoff: 0.08

χ2: 0.02

The full model outperforms the reduced model across all three metrics for both of

the dependent variables which measure cost of capital. These differences achieve p-

values below the 0.01 level for both the χ2 test and the most punitive Kenneth-Rogoff

test, with the exception of federally chartered banks’ price-to-book ratio, for which

Regulator Type contributes predictive power at less stringent levels of significance.

While all of the tests across bank charter classes showed a significant improvement

in model fit when incorporating regulatory incentives, the size of this improvement
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was markedly greater across all three metrics for state-chartered banks than for

federally-chartered banks, which demonstrate only marginal improvements in fit.
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Chapter 7

Regulatory Transitions

Thus far, one of the primary structural weaknesses confronting my empirical

approach has been an issue of potential endogeneity. States may sort themselves

into independent or politically appointed regulatory structures on the basis of an

unobserved variable which directly causes the divergence in cost of capital charged

to state-chartered banks. A quick look at some summary statistics indicates that

regime type is highly static over time: in the period 1992-2015, X states formally

modified the selection process. However, of those, only Y transitioned from one

regime type to the other: the rest merely made intra-type adjustments (e.g. giving

the governor appointment power, instead of the lower house of the state legislature).

The fact that most states have constitutionalized the appointment process for bank

regulators, requiring supermajority coalitions to change the status quo, goes a long

way in explaining this institutional inertia.1 Nonetheless, we have the following

states which we may use to explore the implications of a wholesale regime change:
1Book of the States - “State Constitutions”.
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Arkansas, Illinois, Maine, New Mexico and Rhode Island.

Before directly testing the extent to which these changes affected the cost of

capital for banks in these states, I’d like to note an interesting pattern: three of

these five states began the observation window, in the early 1990s, with either an

independent or political regime, and then switched to the other regime in the late

90s or early 2000s for the remainder of the studied timeframe. New Mexico began

with a political appointee structure, which it retained all the way until 2010 when it

flipped to an independent model. Yet the case of Illinois is entirely novel: it begins

with a political appointee, then switches to an independent agency in 2001, only to

revert back to a political appointee in 2010.

In testing the proposition that a state’s switching from a political to an inde-

pendent regime will cause a convergence in the cost of capital charged to federally

chartered and state-chartered banks in that state, and that switching from an in-

dependent to a political regime will have the reverse effect, I of course confront the

issue of timing endogeneity. Perhaps state officials are most likely to enact change

when the banking industry is at the trough of a business cycle - but this is, defini-

tionally, when we would expect to see the beginning of a recovery regardless of policy

intervention. The other obstacle which besets this time-series analysis is the extent

to which states experience idiosyncratic deviations from nationwide secular trends in

risk premiums or other factors which affect funding costs. To address this issue, the

y-axis in the graphs that follow are strictly intra-state comparisons of mean costs of

capital between federally and state-chartered banks within a given state. Thus, both

the baseline national trends in such variables, as well as a given state’s idiosyncratic
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deviation from this baseline, are assumed to affect both types of banks equally.

Hypothesis 3 The difference in cost of capital between federal and state-chartered

banks in a state will widen after a state switches its regulatory regime from indepen-

dent to political.
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Figure 7.1: Independent –> Political vs. Political –> Independent
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Here we see overall a strong corroboration of the hypothesis that switching a
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state’s regulatory regime affects the differences in debt costs between federally and

state-chartered banks, and in the expected direction. Figure 7.1 exhibits the four

states which switched their regimes only once during the observation window. The

y-axis is the mean difference in the uninsured debt costs between federally and state-

chartered banks in that state, in a given fiscal quarter. The dashed vertical line

indicates the year in which the regime switched, and the two horizontal dashed lines

indicate the mean y-value of the pre and the post-switch fiscal quarters, respectively.

In all four states, we observe a distinct gap in the magnitude of pre and post regime

funding discrepancies.

Illinois, which switched its regulatory regime twice during the observation win-

dow, evinces a similar pattern. Prior to 2001, state-chartered banks in the state

paid markedly higher costs of capital than did their federal peers.2 Bear in mind

that the blue line, reflecting equity costs, is the mean difference in the price-to-book

discounts between all federally and state-chartered publicly traded bank holding com-

panies (BHCs) in Illinois. Thus, greater discounting will appear as lower y-values,

the mirror image of debt funding costs, which appear as higher y-values. After the

state changed to an independent regime in this year, funding costs between the two

bank types converged, and even cross during several fiscal quarters. 2011 witnessed a

return to a politicized regime, however divergence in funding costs had begun during

the recession nearly two years before. Yet it is worth noting that this divergence

stabilized after the regime switch.

Taken as a whole, these five states do exhibit a common secular trend in the
2Illinois is the only state of the five with enough publicly traded bank-holding-companies to

conduct an analysis of equity pricing.
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discrepancy in funding costs between federally and state-chartered banks. There

appears to be a compression in risk-premiums in the 2002-2006 period, followed by

an abrupt de-compression during the recession of 2008-2009, only to reside toward

the end of the observation window. This is to be expected from the fact that if

state-chartered banks appear as more risky, their funding costs will diverge from

their federal peers whenever risk premia appreciate.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The foregoing set of tests allows me to draw a range of conclusions. Let us be-

gin with the most defensible: controlling for balance-sheet characteristics of a priori

relevance to risk, state-chartered banks in a given state face higher costs of capital

than do their federally chartered counterparts in that same state. The degree of this

discrepancy is mediated by both bank-level and state-level variables. State-chartered

banks with larger shares of their portfolios allocated toward local, illiquid investments

and state/municipal debt pay higher interest rates and experience greater discount-

ing of their equity valuations, whereas these same balance-sheet metrics are largely

orthogonal to the costs of capital facing national banks.

Moreover, the magnitude of this “penalty” which is uniquely sustained by state-

chartered banks is strongly correlated with the political incentives of the banking

regulator in the state in which they are headquartered. In states with bank regulators

who are directly appointed by elected state officials (typically the governor), the
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costs of capital for state-chartered banks diverge substantially from those of national

banks, who do not fall under the state regulator’s jurisdiction. This divergence is

not as marked in states wherein the bank regulatory agency is chaired by a career

bureaucrat or by an appointee of an independent board or commission.

This same basic pattern holds not only for costs of capital, but for other dependent

variables as well. State-chartered banks in states regulated by a political appointee

evince a cyclicality in the dates of their closures which is tied to gubernatorial elec-

tions, a finding which extends only weakly to national banks in those states and to

state-chartered banks in states with independent regulators. Commercial banks and

their employees also donate more money per capita to political campaigns in states

with political appointee regulators, both in absolute terms (controlling for state-level

variables) as well as relative to the average per capita spending of individuals and

institutions in other sectors in that state-year.

Nonetheless, this study does suffer from several weaknesses. Most centrally, I can-

not make a claim as to causal identification. Banks self-select at multiple stages: the

decision to enter the market at all, which state market to enter, and which chartering

regime to choose. The divergence costs of capital observed in this study may simply

reflect the fact that banks which self-select into a state chartering regime under a po-

litical appointee are systematically riskier upon some metric not explicitly modeled.

Moreover, there may be persistent macroeconomic differences between states which

choose different selection processes for their banking regulators. While the hierar-

chical structure of the models attempts to filter out the differences in cost of capital

attributable to both time-variant and time-invariant differences between banks and
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between states, the possibility of unobserved confounders haunts the implications to

be drawn from this study, as it does for all non-experimental data.

The effect sizes observed, while significant in the expected direction, are nonethe-

less on the smaller side. A 0.10 standard deviation increase in interest rates paid on

wholesale debt, which itself amounts only to 10-20 percent of a bank’s total liabil-

ities, is probably not sufficient to induce a bank to choose a charter on that basis

alone. That said, for a bank operating at the margin, this extra cost may factor into

their headquartering or chartering decision.

Taking the good with the bad, it appears that we can draw several important

lessons from this dissertation. While endless ink has been spilled explaining the

reasons why firms will engage in regulatory avoidance, venue shopping etc., consid-

erably less attention has been paid to the incentives of the regulators themselves to

comply with their statutory mandate. In applying one of the most basic dynamics

in social science - the common pool resource problem - I have demonstrated that

when regulators are able to internalize the benefits of forbearance while externaliz-

ing the costs of this strategy, socially suboptimal levels of enforcement will result.

This means that, when designing a regulatory apparatus, the costs of shirking must

always be borne by the agent with the most discretion. As these words are typed,

the European Union is moving toward an EU-wide integration of deposit insurance

for commercial banks, while the enforcement of the Capital Requirements Directive

remains the domain of the member states’ central banks. Without a very careful

institutional arrangement of cost-internalization, this reform effort may exacerbate

imprudent behavior among European commercial banks.
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Chapter 9

Appendix
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Table 4.1: Probability of Failure/Liquidation

State Banks National Banks

Holding Company −0.107∗∗∗ −0.188∗∗∗
(0.038) (0.035)

Z-score 0.139 0.01
(0.124) (0.083)

Insured Deposits to Total Liabilities −0.048∗ −0.079∗∗∗
(0.026) (0.022)

Equity Capital to Assets −0.061∗∗ −0.122∗∗∗
(0.031) (0.021)

Volatile Liabilities to Total Liabilities 0.157 0.214∗∗∗
(0.148) (0.098)

Yield on Earning Assets 0.055 0.075∗
(0.093) (0.039)

Nonperforming Loans to Loans 0.901∗∗ 0.109∗∗∗
(0.067) (0.021)

Loan Loss Account to Total Assets 0.152∗∗∗ 0.163∗∗∗
(0.045) (0.040)

Regulator Type 0.091∗∗∗ 0.029∗
(0.009) (0.016)

Constant 0.032 0.159∗
(0.131) (0.094)

Random Effects (Variance)
Bank 0.270 0.314
State 0.018 0.013
Year 1.551 1.797

AIC 67891 54123
BIC 67121 53765
Log-Likelihood −44010 −32931
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1
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Table 5.1A: Fixed Effects for Figure 5.1 Regression

State Banks National Banks

Total Assets −0.067 −0.081
(0.002) (0.001)

Risk-Weighted Assets −0.039 −0.010
(0.001) (0.001)

Maturity Index 0.048 0.079
(0.001) (0.001)

Liquidity Index −0.096 −0.122
(0.001) (0.001)

Common Equity −0.157 −0.114
(0.001) (0.001)

Tier-1 Capital −0.105 −0.095
(0.001) (0.001)

Tier-2 Capital −0.072 −0.061
(0.001) (0.001)

Insured Deposits −0.052 −0.063
(0.001) (0.001)

Other Borrowed Funds 0.091 0.029
(0.001) (0.002)

Return on Assets 0.112 0.102
(0.001) (0.001)

Return on Equity 0.012 0.009
(0.002) (0.001)

Equity to Assets −0.312 −0.291
(0.001) (0.001)

Z-score −0.124 −0.131
(0.001) (0.001)
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Table 5.1A: Fixed Effects for Figure 5.1 Regression, continued

State Banks National Banks

% Securitized 0.008 0.010
(0.001) (0.001)

% Real Estate 0.077 0.049
(0.001) (0.002)

% Derivatives 0.102 0.096
(0.001) (0.001)

% Trading Account 0.071 0.042
(0.002) (0.001)

% Deposits −0.121 −0.906
(0.001) (0.001)

% Volatile 0.210 0.196
(0.001) (0.001)

Earning Assets/Total Assets −0.023 −0.039
(0.001) (0.001)

Yield on Earning Assets 0.006 0.013
(0.001) (0.002)

Raw-to-Risk Adjusted Ratio 0.141 0.122
(0.001) (0.001)

Noncurrent Loans to Loans 0.212 0.233
(0.001) (0.001)

Loss Allowance to Loans 0.189 0.116
(0.001) (0.001)
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Table 5.1B: Random Effects for Figure 5.1 Regression

State Banks National Banks

Random Effects (Variance)
Bank 0.311 0.326
State 0.131 0.102
Year 1.143 1.212

N 658385 181021
AIC 38902 44890
BIC 38823 44812
Log-Likelihood -23122 -38948
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Table 6.1: In-State Campaign Spending by Commercial Banks

Individual Institutional

GDP 0.097∗∗∗ 0.118∗∗∗
(0.028) (0.015)

GDP Per Capita 0.169∗∗∗ 0.112∗∗∗
(0.024) (0.013)

GDP Growth Rate −0.048∗ −0.029
(0.026) (0.022)

Banking GDP / GDP 0.061∗∗ 0.122∗∗∗
(0.021) (0.021)

Unemployment Rate 0.157 0.114
(0.148) (0.098)

Total Population 0.055 0.075∗
(0.093) (0.039)

% Urban 0.082∗∗ 0.018
(0.027) (0.011)

Milyo Index 0.132∗∗∗ 0.143∗∗∗
(0.045) (0.040)

Regulator Type 0.051∗∗∗ 0.039∗∗∗
(0.009) (0.006)

Constant 0.022 0.122
(0.131) (0.094)

Random Effects (Variance)
State 0.327 0.218
Year 1.912 1.399

AIC 20121 22312
BIC 21300 22003
Log-Likelihood −14009 −15912
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1
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Table 6.2: Ratio of Commercial Bank Spending to GDP / Mean Sectoral Ratio

Individual Institutional

GDP −0.101 0.111
(0.077) (0.095)

GDP Per Capita −0.049 −0.021
(0.54) (0.066)

GDP Growth Rate 0.041 0.022
(0.036) (0.029)

Banking GDP / GDP 0.215∗∗∗ 0.292∗∗∗
(0.043) (0.011)

Unemployment Rate −0.057 −0.021
(0.048) (0.064)

Total Population −0.065∗∗∗ −0.085∗∗
(0.013) (0.029)

% Urban 0.092∗∗∗ 0.102∗∗∗
(0.017) (0.021)

Milyo Index 0.052 0.112∗∗
(0.035) (0.040)

Regulator Type 0.071∗∗∗ 0.040∗
(0.005) (0.019)

Constant 0.121 0.188∗∗
(0.131) (0.094)

Random Effects (Variance)
State 0.518 0.813
Year 0.951 0.701

AIC 71121 70095
BIC 72662 69881
Log-Likelihood −68110 −55111
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1
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Chapter 10

Index

Definition of Balance-Sheet Variables Used

FDIC Variables

A note on Fair Value/Historical Cost: Structured notes are debt securities

that combine straight fixed or variable rate instruments and derivative products that

are issued by corporations and government sponsored enterprises including FNMA,

the Federal Home Loan Bank and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation.

Structured notes generally contain embedded options such as call options, interest

rate caps and interest rate floors. They typically have cash flows that are linked to

indices such as interest rates, foreign exchange rates, commodity prices and other

financial variables. The cash flows of structured notes can vary in the timing and

amount of cash received by the investor throughout the life of the security. This

makes the valuation of cash flows and risks of these securities a complex process.
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• Total assets: The sum of all assets owned by the institution including cash,

loans, securities, bank premises and other assets. This total does not include

off-balance-sheet accounts.

• Total liabilities: Deposits and other borrowings, subordinated notes and

debentures, limited-life preferred stock and related surplus, trading account

liabilities and mortgage indebtedness.

• Total securities: Total investment securities (excludes securities held in trad-

ing accounts).

• Long-term assets: Loans and debt securities with remaining maturities or

repricing intervals of over ten years.

• Volatile liabilities: Volatile liabilities on a consolidated basis includes: (1)

Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase, (2)

Demand notes issued to the US Treasury and other borrowed money (beginning

March 1997 includes mortgage indebtedness and obligations under capitalized

leases), (3) Time deposits over $250,000 held in domestic offices (prior to march

2010, includes time deposits of $100,000 or more in domestic offices) (4) Foreign

office deposits (5) Trading liabilities less trading liabilities revaluation losses on

interest rate, foreign exchange rate, and other commodity and equity contracts.

• Tier one (core) capital: common equity plus noncumulative perpetual pre-

ferred stock plus minority interests in consolidated subsidiaries less goodwill

and other ineligible intangible assets. The amount of eligible intangibles (in-
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cluding mortgage servicing rights) included in core capital is limited in accor-

dance with supervisory capital regulations.

• Tier 2 Risk-based capital: Risk-based capital-tier 2 is based on the risk-

based capital definitions for prompt corrective action (PCA). Includible Tier

2 capital components consist of, but are not limited to, limited subordinated

debt, cumulative perpetual preferred stock, allowance for loan and lease losses,

total mandatory convertible debt and a portion of unrealized gains on available-

for-sale equity securities.

The maximum amount of supplementary capital elements that qualify as Tier

2 capital is limited to 100 percent of Tier 1 capital. In addition, the combined

maximum amount of subordinated debt and intermediate-term preferred stock

that qualifies as Tier 2 capital is limited to 50 percent of Tier 1 capital.

• Total risk-based capital ratio: Total risk based capital as a percent of

risk-weighted assets as defined by the appropriate federal regulator for prompt

corrective action during that time period.

• % Insured: Estimated amount of insured deposits as a percent of total deposit

liabilities before exclusions (gross) as defined in section 3(l) of the Federal

Deposit Insurance Act and FDIC regulations.

• Yield on earning assets: Total interest income (annualized) as a percent of

average earning assets.

• Cost of funding earning assets: Annualized total interest expense on de-
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posits and other borrowed money as a percent of average earning assets on a

consolidated basis.

• Return on Assets (Book): Net income after taxes and extraordinary items

(annualized) as a percent of average total assets.

• Return on Equity (Book): Annualized net income as a percent of average

total equity on a consolidated basis. Note: If retained earnings are negative,

the ratio is shown as NA.

• Noncurrent loans to loans: Total noncurrent loans and leases, Loans and

leases 90 days or more past due plus loans in nonaccrual status, as a percent

of gross loans and leases.

• Loss allowance to loans: Allowance for loan and lease losses as a percent of

total loan and lease financing receivables, excluding unearned income.

• Small Business Loans: Amount of currently outstanding commercial and

industrial loans less than $1,000,000 held in domestic offices.

• Loand to individuals: Loans to individuals for household, family, and other

personal expenditures including outstanding credit card balances and other

secured and unsecured consumer loans.

• 1-4 family residential loans: Total loans secured by 1-4 family residential

properties (including revolving and open-end loans) held in domestic offices.

• Multifamily residential real estate: Multifamily (5 or more) residential

property loans secured by real estate held in domestic offices.
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• Securities issued by states political subdivisions: The amortized cost

and fair value of all securities issued by states and political subdivisions in the

U.S. not held for trading.

• Mortgage-backed securities: (1) US Government agency and corporation

issued obligations or guaranteed certificates of participation in pools of res-

idential mortgages. (2) US Government agency and corporation obligations

and collateralized mortgage obligations issued by the Federal National Mort-

gage Association and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (including

real estate mortgage investment conduits - REMICS). (3) Other domestic debt

private securities - (i.e., non-government issued or guaranteed) and certificates

of participation in pools of residential mortgages. (4) Other domestic debt

securities that are privately issued and collateralized mortgage obligations (in-

cluding REMICS).

• Derivatives: Represents the sum of the following: interest-rate contracts (as

defined as the notional value of interest-rate swap, futures, forward and option

contracts), foreign-exchange-rate contracts, commodity contracts and equity

contracts (defined similarly to interest-rate contracts). Futures and forward

contracts are contracts in which the buyer agrees to purchase and the seller

agrees to sell, at a specified future date, a specific quantity of underlying at

a specified price or yield. These contracts exist for a variety of underlyings,

including traditional agricultural or physical commodities, as well as currencies

and interest rates. Futures contracts are standardized and are traded on or-

ganized exchanges which set limits on counterparty credit exposure. Forward
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contracts do not have standardized terms and are traded over the counter.

Option contracts are contracts in which the buyer acquires the right to buy

from or sell to another party some specified amount of underlying at a stated

price (strike price) during a period or on a specified future date, in return for

compensation (such as a fee or premium). The seller is obligated to purchase

or sell the underlying at the discretion of the buyer of the contract. Swaps are

obligations between two parties to exchange a series of cash flows at periodic

intervals (settlement dates) for a specified period. The cash flows of a swap are

either fixed or determined for each settlement date by multiplying the quantity

of the underlying instrument (notional principal) by specified reference rates

or prices. Except for currency swaps, the notional principal is used to calculate

each payment but is not exchanged.

Custom Balance-Sheet Variables derived from FDIC variables

• Maturity Index: Weighted average of all assets. All assets are binned into 3

maturity categories: less than 1 year, 1-5 years, and 5+ years.

• Liquidity Index: Function of an asset’s maturity (shorter maturities = more

liquid) and its securitized status. The maturity index score is taken and mul-

tiplied by 1 if the asset is non-securitized but less than 1 year maturity, by 1.5

if 1-5 years, and by 2 if 5+ years.

• %Local Loans: Combination of the above FDIC categories: loans to individ-

uals, 1-4 family residential loans (unsecuritized), multifamily residential loans
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(unsecuritized), and commercial industrial loans <$1M. These are added and

then divided as a share of total assets.

• Z-score:

Return on Assets+ (
Total Equity

Total Assets
)

σ(Return on Assets)

Balance Sheet Variables for Publicly Traded Bank Holding

Companies

• Price-to-Book Ratio: Market value of equity divided by the book value of

equity

• Market Capitalization: Value of share multiplied by total number of shares

outstanding

• CAPM Beta:

cor(χ,Market Portfolio)
σχ

σMarket

• Payout Ratio: (Dividends per Share / Earnings Per Share) * 100

• Year-on-Year Growth (Returns):

P1 − P0 +D

P0

where D= Dividends, P1 = ending stock price, P0 = beginning stock price
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